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and that ductile materials erode by the detachment of thin platelets formed
by extrusion of piled-up material between subsequently arriving particles
and the underlying substrate.
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Abstract

A single stage gas gun and a whirling arm rig have been used to study the

erosion of mono- and poly-crystalline MgO and Al and mono-crystalline LiF

targets by millimeter scale steel and WC - 6% Co spheres. Both single and

multiple impact studies were variously performed as functions of impact angle,

impact velocity, particle size, method of surface preparation and (in the case

of mono-crystalline targets) surface orientation. The resultant damage was

variously studied by optical and scanning electron microscopy, dislocation

etching and surface profilometry, and the corresponding mass losses were

determined gravimetrically. In addition, a computer model of oblique impact was

developed and tested against the experimental observations. The results show

that the variation of impact crater dimensions with impact conditions can

generally be explained satisfactorily, but that it is difficult to relate mass

loss to crater geometry in quantitative terms under either single or multi-

particle impact conditions. They also suggest that the erosion of semi-brittle

materials is determined primarily by the intersection of the lateral and median

(or radial) cracks formed about the impact craters, and that ductile materials

erode by the detachment of thin platelets formed by extrusion of piled-up

material between subsequently arriving particles and the underlying substrate.



I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of an investigation of the mechanisms of

solid particle erosion at subsonic velocities that has been carried out by the

present author in collaboration with Dr. David G. Rickerby over the past three

years. Almost all of these results have already been published or submitted for

publication in the form of eleven papers (Nos. 1 to 11 in the list of publications

below), and the remainder will shortly be presented in two further papers (Nos.

12 and 13 on the same list). Accordingly, the bulk of this report consists of

twelve appendices containing the texts of the first eleven papers and the abstract

from the twelfth, the text of which is not yet complete.* The remaining material

consists only of Section II, which summarizes these appendices and presents some

experimental information that does not appear in them, and the very brief Sections

Ill, IV and V, which are self-explanatory.

It should also be noted that four of the papers in the list of publications

(Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 6) include contributions by one or other of two of the author's

graduate students, who carried out related work under National Science Foundation

sponsorship during the first 18 months or so of this project. Accordingly,

these four papers carry an acknowledgement of both sources of support.

Paper No. 13 remains to be written.



II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(a) Apparatus

In the early stages of this project two major pieces of equipment were

designed and built--a single stage gas gun and a "whirling arm" erosion rig.

The five main components of the gas gun are shown in Figure 1. These are:

(i) a 2.3 t steel gas cylinder that acts as a reservoir for the propellant gas;

(ii) a three-part brass breech, Figure 2, incorporating a dual "bursting

diaphragm" trigger mechanism, Figure 3; (iii) an external gas supply system with

its associated high pressure lines, control valves, gauges, etc., Figure 3; (iv)

a 16 mm caliber steel barrel fitted with a steel muzzle block (and interchangeable

with a square (12.7 x 12.7 mm) cross-section barrel); and (v) a demountable,

three-stage, photo-electric time-of-flight velocity measurement system, Figures

4 to 6, that can be attached to the muzzle end of either barrel.

To prepare for firing at a pressure pf, the chosen erosive particle--which

may be of any shape or size that will fit inside the barrel--is loosely mounted

in a recess in the front face of a 25 mm long nylon sabot of the appropriate

cross-section. Then, this sabot and diaphragms having bursting pressures in the

range 0.5 pf to pf are installed in the breech, and the gas reservoir and the

space between the diaphragms are pressurized to pf and 0.5 pf, respectively.

Firing is then accomplished by de-pressurizing the space between the diaphragms,

thereby sequentially raising the pressure differential across each to pf and

causing them to rupture in turn. The gas thereby released propels the loaded

sabot down the barrel past the three equally spaced, short rise-time (1 Vs)

phototransistors that control the velocity measurement system. At the muzzle

the sabot is stopped by the muzzle block, and the projectile continues freely

onwards to impact with a target several centimeters beyond.



Figure 1 General arrangement of the gas gun

Figure 2 The construction of the breech
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Figure 4 Construction of the time-of-flight velocity measurement syste-.
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To confirm that an erosive particle launched in this fashion strikes the

target with a velocity equal to that measured by the photoelectronic time-

of-flight system, a series of high speed photographic measurements were made.

The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 7. A double pulse ruby laser

provided the illumination, and a dual image of the particle was recorded by a

35 mm camera. Triggering of the laser was achieved by inserting a wire through

a small hole in the side of the muzzle block, so that the arrival of the sabot

made a contact between the wire and the block and thereby applied a potential to

the trigger input of the laser control system. The interval between the two

laser pulses typically was 500 ps.

Two of the photographs obtained in this manner are reproduced as Figure 8.

They reveal that at higher velocities the particle is accompanied in its flight

by a certain amount of nylon debris resulting from partial break-up of the sabot

when it strikes the muzzle block. In general, however, this debris travels

somewhat more slowly than the projectile. It also has a much lower density than

the steel and WC particles used in most of this work. And hence it contributes

only slightly to the impact damage. Measurements of the particle velocity v
P

obtained from such photographs are plotted against the corresponding (photo-

electronically determined) sabot velocity v in Figure 9, together with thes

straight line v = v . It is apparent that v is a little less than v at
p s p s

velocities less than " 70 m s- 1, but that no large errors result from assuming

v =v.
p s

Calibration of the gun, Figures 10 and 11, shows that, when N 2 is used as

the propellant, impact velocities of up to "400 m s- 1 can be obtained from the

1.22 m long, round cross-section barrel, while the shorter (1 m long), square

cross-section barrel conveniently provides for firing particles in pre-determined

orientations at velocities up to 1,350 m s- . For both barrels the velocity is
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Figure 7 Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement used to confirm
the correct operation of the time-of-flight velocity measurement
system



*1 (b)

Figure 8 Double pulse laser photographs of erosive particles in free flight

(a) vp 76.4 m s 2 vs 79.2 mn s-2 (b) vp 134.8 in s- vs 134.6 m s
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Figure 9 Comparison between experimental measurements
of projectile and sabot velocities
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reproducible to ±1% at any given firing pressure and the acceleration of the

sabot immediately prior to impact with the muzzle block is l% of the velocity.

The complementary multiple particle impact capability was provided by the

whirling arm rig shown in Figures 12 to 14. This consists of an electrically

driven, counter-balanced rotor arm which carries a specimen through a continually

re-established, free-falling "curtain" of millimeter size or smaller particles,

Figure 15, at velocities up to 1150 m s- . The arm is mounted inside a steel

tank that can be evacuated to "i torr by a rotary vacuum pump, thereby making it

possible to eliminate any possible aerodynamic influences on the particle

trajectories. Further details of this apparatus appear in Paper No. 7, and its

calibration is discussed extensively in Papers Nos. 7, 10, 11 and 12.

(b) Single Particle Impact Studies

The gas gun was first used to study the damage resulting from single,

normal impacts of 1.59 mm diameter steel or WC - 6% Co spheres against chemically

polished {1001, {110} and {11} and mechanically polished {100} and {i10) surfaces

of MgO single crystals at velocities ranging from 50 to 350 m s- ' [1]. The

resultant damage was studied by optical and scanning electron microscopy,

dislocation etching and surface profilometry, and the mass losses were determined

gravimetrically. Subsequently, essentially similar studies were carried out on

mechanically polished {100} oriented LiF [5] and {100}, {ll0} and {ill} oriented

Al single crystals 14], and an investigation was also made of the damage resulting

from oblique, single impacts against chemically polished l100} oriented MgO

single crystals [9].

The damage resulting from normal impacts of single spheres against MgO

invariably consists of a central crater, formed by combination of primary

glide and modes II and III cleavage fracture, and a surrounding zone of brittle

Numbers in square brackets refer to the papers in the list of publications.
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Figure 12 General arrangement of the whirling-arm rig



Figure 13 Close-up of whirling arm rig

L.. Figure 34L Wniriing-arm rig partly disassemnbled to show the rotor arm.



Figure 15 The "curtain" of free-falling erosive particles,
as seen by a target mounted on the rotor arm



fracture from which mass loss occurs by intersection of {100} and {110) cleavage

cracks with the free surface and with one another. Below the level of the

original surfacet the shape of the crater conforms closely to that of the spent

ephere, regardless of whether this deforms plastically during the impact or not;

but the shape of the crater rim is determined by the sinking-in and piling-up

resulting from extensive dislocation motion on the primary glide planes, and

thus reflects the synetry of the target surface. The dimensions of the crater

are sensitive to crystal orientation and insensitive to the method of target

surface preparation, but the mass loss is sensitive to both of these variables.

And both crater volume and mass loss are proportional to the square of the

impact velocity.

At first glance, the craters formed in LiF look very similar. However, the

profilometry studies reveal that post-impact elastic recovery reduces the crater

diameter to a proportionally greater extent than the depth, resulting in an

indentation with a radius of curvature smaller than that of the indenter that

created it. Since the extent of such recovery increases with impact velocity,

crater volume is no longer precisely proportional to the square of this velocity.

However, the corresponding proportionality between mass loss and the square of

the impact velocity persists.

In the case of Al (and also Ni, which was studied in a related program) the

damage consists simply of a crater formed by primary glide, and such small mass

losses as do occur result from the tearing away of minute, ragged lips from the I

raised portions of the crater rim, apparently as a result of extrusion of material

between the erosive particle and the work-hardened target. These mass losses

were too small and irreproducible for it to be possible to determine either if

or how they varied with impact velocity, and it may be that their magnitude is

determined primarily by (say) the surface roughness or any slight rotation of

the erosive particle. More extensive piling-up and sinking-in occurred around



the rims of craters in Al (or Ni) than in MgO or LiF, but the post-impact elastic

recovery of both metals was much the same as for LiF.

Since it is possible to solve analytically the equation of motion governing

the normal impact of a rigid sphere against an ideal rigid-plastic half-space [1],

this model of the impact event was used to obtain from all of the preceding

experiments values of the dynamic hardness (at a strain rate "05 s-1) that

could be compared with the quasi-static Meyer ball hardness (typically measured

at a strain rate %10-2_10 -3 S-i) [3]. For MgO and Al, the dynamic hardness

showed no obvious velocity dependence anjd_-ssentially the same anisotropy as the

Meyer ball hardness. Thus, both parameters were isotropic (to within the

experimental uncertainly) for Al, and both increased by r50% for {111} oriented

MgO specimens as compared to {100} or {110} oriented specimens. And, when the

same kind or sphere and size of indentation was used in the measurement of both

parameters, the ratio of the dynamic hardness to the Meyer ball hardness was

%5 for MgO and LiF and %2 for Al. It was also found, however, that the value of

the dynamic hardness depends on the type of indenter used to measure it. Thus,

because they deform plastically when they impact MgO, steel spheres produce

smaller craters and correspondingly larger values of the dynamic hardness.

Similarly, the dynamic hardness for LiF appears to be velocity independent when

steel erosive spheres are used, but to decrease as the impact velocity increases

when WC - 6% Co spheres are employed. At any given impact velocity, these

latter spheres also produce a greater mass loss per unit mass of impacting

material. These differences are attributed to the greater elastic mismatch of

the WC - 6% Co spheres with the target. Neither hardness parameter could be

correlated with mass loss in any obvious, general fashion.

The oblique single impact studies performed on chemically polished {00}

HgO surfaces with the WC - 6% Co spheres (9] revealed that reducing the angle of

impact tended to concentrate the mass loss about the exit end of the crater



and produce more cracking within the crater as the crater got longer. They also

revealed surprisingly little effect of hardness anisotropy on either the shape

of the craters or the mass losses produced by particles approaching from different

directions at the same impact angle, even though the slip line patterns formed

around such craters can be quite different. Mass loss varied with impact angle

in the same fashion as is usually observed in multi-particle impact studies of

brittle or semi-brittle targets. As in all of the normal impact studies, there

was no evidence of melting during the impact event; nor did any appreciable

amount of target material adhere to the spent erosive particles.

Interpretation of these oblique impact experiments was based on the same

model of a rigid sphere striking an ideal rigid-plastic half-space, but in this

case the equation of motion of the particle had to be computed numerically by an

iterative procedure [8,9,11,12]. The model successfully predicted [9] not only

the observed crater dimensions and the measured rebound velocities, but also the

value of the exponent (2.2) that characterizes the observed velocity dependence

of the mass loss at velocities less than %200 m s- . At higher impact velocities,

however, this exponent appears to increase, perhaps because frictional effects

contribute to the mass loss by causing the erosive particle to drag material out

of the impact crater. From the few data collected at normal and near-normal

incidence in these oblique impact experiments, it is also apparent that the MgO

crystals used were %25% softer and suffered u40% less mass loss under any given

erosive conditions than those used in the normal impact studies reported above.

Hence, because the (admittedly only semi-quantitative) spectroscopic analyses

performed on the two sets of crystals revealed no large differences in impurity

content, it is inferred that the mechanical behavior of MgO may be markedly more

impurity-sensitive at high strain rates than low.

The same computer model has also been shown to explain satisfactorily the

dependence of crater volume on impact angle observed by Hlutchings et al. in



their studies of the impact of hardened steel spheres against mild steel

targets [8]; and it is now being tested more extensively [13] by comparing its

predictions of the relationships between such parameters as crater volume,

impact angle and velocity, rebound angle and velocity, and energy loss per unit

volume of crater formed with the appropriate experimental data from Hutchings'

work. Furthermore, when a power law representation of work hardening was

incorporated into the model [11], it also predicted successfully the variation

of crater depth and volume with impact angle and velocity in the case of

polycrystalline Al. For this material, however, the model was less successful

at predicting crater length at the shallow impact angles and high impact

velocities that produced the greatest pile-up of displaced material about the

exit end of the crater.

(c) Multiple Particle Impact Studies

The multi-particle impact (erosion) studies performed with the whirling arm

rig [7,10,11,12] used mechanically polished, polycrystalline specimens of Al and

MgO as targets. In the case of Al the grain size was 4-5 mm; and the MgO, which

was a 99.5% dense hot-pressed material, had a grain size %10 pm. The former

material was eroded at velocities up to 150 m s- 1 with the same 1.59 mm diameter

WC - 6% Co spheres under conditions of both normal and oblique incidence; and

the latter was eroded at normal incidence by 1.59, 1.14 and 0.35 mm diameter

spheres of the same material, using impact velocities in the range 10-90 m s- .

An important feature of the studies on Al was that they fully documented

for the first time tile inception and evolution of the process of erosion on an

initially relatively undamaged surface as a function of impact angle and

velocity [7,11]. In particular, they showed that the threshold number of impacts

per unit area required to initiate erosion (i.e., produce the minimum measurable

mass loss) varies roughly as the inverse of the steady-state erosion when the

impact angle is varied at some fixed impact velocity and as the impact velocity



raised to the powers -2.67 and -2.5 at impact angles of 300 and 900 (normal

incidence), respectively. They also showed that the exponent relating the

erosion to the impact velocity decreases monotonically throughout the incubation

period--from 5.7 to 3.3 at normal incidence, and from 3.6 to 3.0 at an impact

angle of 300.

The accompanying scanning electron microscopy studies of the eroded target

surfaces suggested that the same mechanism of material removal dominates at all

angles of impact [11]. Specifically, they suggested that Al erodes via the

detachment of thin platelets formed by extrusion of piled-up material between

subsequently arriving particles and the underlying substrate. In this view, the

role of ploughing deformation (or of cutting deformation when angular erosive

particles are involved) is two-fold: first, it creates the piled-material for

subsequent particles to extrude; and second, in so doing, it so reconfigures the

target surface that a disproportionately large number of impact events take

place against elements of surface area oriented more nearly perpendicular to the

particle velocity vector than the original target surface.

In the case of the polycrystalline MgO targets [10], scanning electron

microscopy revealed the damage to consist of a central crater surrounded by the

sort of array of (transgranular) radial and/or median and lateral cracks

characteristic of an elastic-plastic impact. However, although the crater had a

thin lining of plastically deformed material, it appeared to have been formed

primarily by localized transgranular and intergranular fracture processes,

suggesting that any mode of irreversible deformation in the contact region will

suffice to produce the changeover from Hertzian cracking to radial, median and

lateral cracking. Various reports to the contrary notwithstanding, the

accompanying gravimetric studies showed that mass loss--which occurred primarily

by intersection of lateral cracks with radial and/or median cracks--increased

threefold during the short incubation period in which the as-received surface



evolved into its steady-state eroded condition. Also, during this period the

exponent relating erosion to impact velocity decreased monotonically to a value

(2.1) less than that predicted by any of the current theories of erosion in the

elastic or elastic-plastic impact regimes. Nor are these theories any more

successful at explaining either the observation that the erosion of polycrystalline

MgO varies as the particle diameter raised to the power 0.6 or the differences

in the way in which the static and dynamic hardnesses of monocrystalline and

polycrystalline MgO vary with strain rate [1,3,9,10].
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The effect of crystallographic orientation on
damage in MgO due to spherical particle impact

D. G. RICKERBY, B. N. PRAMILA BAI, N. H. MACMILLAN
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
PA 16802, USA

A single stage gas gun has been used to fire spherical chrome steel and WC particles at
variously oriented and prepared MgO single crystals at velocities of up to 350 m sec -'.
The resultant damage has been studied by optical and scanning electron microscopy, dis-
location etching and surface profilometry, and mass losses have been determined gravi-
metrically. The measured crater dimensions and the mass loss data have been compared
with the predictions of a simple analytical model of the impact event.

1. Introduction of different crystallographic orientation. MgO was
The erosion of materials by solid particle impinge- chosen as tie target material because: (i) it is avail-
ment is a serious problem in many industrial and able in the form of large monocrystals, (ii) it is
aerospace systems. Yet, despite a growing tech- cubic and therefore easily oriented, (iii) its elastic
nical literatie on the subject, only relatively few and plastic properties arc well understood, (iv) its
attempts have been made to understand the funda- chemical polishing and dislocation etching charac-
mental meclianismis involved [1, 21. As a result, teristics are well established, and (v) it is relatively
little or nothing is yet known about the effect of easy to handle without introducing extraneous
even such a basic parameter as crystallographic damage.
orientation on the rate of material loss. It has,
however, become clear that single impact studies 2. Experimental
are a useful means of investigating this and other A 16 mm boic gas gun, developed from a design by
questions about the mechanisins of erosion 13, 4]. lIutchings and Winter 15, 6], was used to fire the
This is because material removal during erosion erosive particles at the requisite velocities. These
occurs as the result of a series of essentially inde- particles were mounted on nylon sabots for firing,
pendent impact events. Moreover, it has also been and were separated from theni at tie mu/zle by
recognized that, even though erosive particles are means of a steel muzzle block which stopped the
usually random in shape, a spherical particle in sabot virtually instantaneously but allowed the
many cases can provide a reasonable simulation of particle to pass on through a small hole. Sabot vel-
a typical impact event 141. ocities were determined immediately before reach-

At the presenlt level of Lnderstanding, this is ing the muzzle by a photoelectric timc-of-flight
ample justification for using splerical particles device. These measurements were estimated to be
and taking advantage of the experimental repro- accurate to within -: V%, and the velocitiesattained
ducibility and theoretical tractability that derive at a given firing pressure were generally repro.
from doing so. In particular, when tlie impact ducible to better tlan ± 5%.
direction is normal to the target surface, spherical The targets were mechanically and/or chemically
geometry allows an analytical solution to the polished 10mm x 10 mm monocrystalline MgO
equation of motion of tle particle to be obtained. slabs about 5 mm thick. Those slabs oriented paral-
It is for these reasons that the experimental work lel to (I 00 were first rough-shaped by cleavage,
reported herein has been restricted to single nor- and those parallel to { I 0} or I I I by cutting
real impacts of spherical particles against surfaces with a water-cooled diamond saw. Thereafter, all
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slabs were successively mechanically polished on TABI 1! I Seini-quantitative spectrochCmical analyses of

wet 240, 320. 400 and 600 grit SiC papers and Mro cry'stals (p).~nl.

Buehler Texniet* cloths loaded with aqueous Crystal type
slurries of I, 0.3 and 0.05pm Al O20 particles. wleinent A it
Some specimens then received a further chemical 21 0Ca 200 100- 200
polish in boiling aqueous I13P0 4 to which a small Al 40 40-100
amount of concentrated I 1,SO4 or I INO_, had been kin 50 50
added 17, 8]. The opli mtu solution concentration I:e 100 100- 200
(which determined tile boiling temperature) and Si 50 50
polishing time varied with surface orientation 191[ Ti 50 20

but in each case it was shown by successively craters at equidistant (50pun) intervals, allowing
polishing and etching (by immersion in boiling tle determination of ciater volume by the trap-
concentrated HNO3 for 10 sec 18]) that all mech- ezoidal rule. In addition, crater depth and diameter
anical damage had been removed. Finally, to facil- were determined from the profile of a diametral
itate subsequent handling, the polished slabs were section. which was assumed to be the section hay-
flush mounted in standard sized cylinders of Kold- ing the largest area below the original, undisturbed
mount self-curing resin.t X-ray Lane diffraction surface level.
studied showed that the polished and mounted Lastly, in order to determine the mass loss
target surfaces were typically within 20 of the associated with impact damage (typically - 10-3 g),
desired crystallographic orientation, each specimen was weighed before and after it was

Two types of crystal, hereinafter referred to as impacted. These tneasurcnients were reproducible
A and B,t were used in the experiments. The to within -± 5 x 10- g, and this scatter was
former were colouiless, whereas the latter varied attributed to changes in the water content of the
from an almost colourless to a pronouncedly slightly hygroscopic Koldmount resin employed to
yellow appearance, indicating a variable impurity mount the specimens.
content. Emission spectroscopic studies of one
crystal of type A aid several of type 13 produced 3. Theoretical moclel of the impact
the results surnmarized in Table 1, and etch pit Following Tabor [I 1I and Andrews [131, consider
comnts on chemically polished and etched { 00) a rigid sphere of radius r and mass in impacting
surfaces indicated that both types of crystal had normally on an ideal plastic-rigid half-space. At
initial dislocation densities - 10'cm -2 . some instant during the impact the situation is as

Two kinds of erosive particles were employed, illustrated in Fig. I, i.e. the projectile is moving
WC spheres weighing 30 ± I tg. and of nominal
diameter 1.575 ± 0.025 mm and Vickers hardness
number (VIIN) - 2000kgmnm-2 110., were fired

at surfaces of all three orientations; and precision
manufactured chrome steel spheres weighing 16.2
mg, having a diatneter of 1.5875 mm and a spher- 0
icity§ of 0,00065 nim, and having a Rockwell C
hardness of 60 to 66,T were used to impact f1 001 r-y
surfaces in order to investigate the effect of par-
ticle hardness.

The impact craters formed were examined by P
surface profiloinetry and by optical arid scanning
electron icroscopy (S'NI). The fitst of these Iigure I Schematic diagram ofa spherical particle imping-

instiuments provided cross-sectional profiles of the ing normally on a half spacc.

* Iuehler Ltd., 2120 Greenwood Street, t:vanston. Illinois, USA.
t Vernoo-Itenshoff Co., 413 North Pearl Street, Albany I, NY. USA.
* Supplied by: (A) A. (laiuer. Battelle Memorial Laboratories. Columbus, Oil; and (It) R. C. DeVrics, General Electric
Research and P)evelopment (Center. Schenectady. NY, USA.
1 I)iftesence between inasinum and nninniun diameters.

I Variously reported as equivalent to VIIN'%of 765 to 960 k tnm- Ji and 700 to) 9601tgnrm" 2 112.
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with a velocity v against a resistive force P, the pile-up does occur, and so for consistency all
radiusof contact isa, and the depth o f peletration measurements of crater dimensions were made
is '. If it is assumed that tie indentation pressure, relative to the original level of the undisturbed
or dynamic hardness, Pd is constant thtoughont surface.
the impact and is independent of the particle vel- It should also be noted that, since the volume
ocity,* it follows that 1- nla2p.d and that the of a spherical cap of radius r and depth I is
equation of motion of the particle is 7rI 2(r -- 1/3), Equation 3 can be rewritten as

m); = -Ta Pd. (1) Pd V = Ivt . (5)

The solution of this equation is This expression, which is valid for any shape of
crater when Pd is constant, is a statement of the

v= - -- (i , 2 
-. y3/3), (2) energy balance implicit in the proposed model

m namely, that all of the kinetic energy of the

where v0 is the initial impact velocity. If the sphere impacting particle is consumed in deforming the
conies to rest at y = 1, this gives target plastically during crater formation, and that

none is dissipated by plastic deformation of the1)2
Pd 2(.~ ,(3) particle or elastic recover' of the target. Equation

Pd -122( -/3)' 3 can also be rearranged as

where I is related to the crater diameter d by 1

I = r - (r
2 -d 2/4)i/2

.  (4) _ (6)

Equations I to 4 are. derived on the assumption and then solved iteratively to obtain I in temis of
that there is neither deformation of the particle Pd, the first iteration being
during impact nor elastic recovery of the surface
afterwards, whereas either or both of these mayr 2 -]1/2
affect the situation significantly in practice. It I i rj . (7)
has been reported that elastic recover), tends to

reduce 1, but to have little or no effect oil d [I 1]. And similarly. Equation 4 can be rearranged as
If plastic deformation of the particle occurs, it can d = 2(2rl -- 12)i/2 (8)
be expected to absorb energy that would other-
wise be used in further deforming the target, and to give d in terms of 1.
to thereby decrease the crater volume V, cause Finally, it is useful to make an order of magni-
concomitant reductions in both d and 1, and affect rude estimate of the plastic strain rate during an
crater sphericity, with the result that the relation impact event. This can be done straightforwardly
between d and I will no longer be that given in for the present model of an ideal plastic-rigid
Equation 4. In either event, therefore, the target struck normally by a rigid sphere, for Tabor
measured crater depth, hereinafter designated 1', [I has shown that: (i) a "representative value"
may differ from the depth / implied by tie theo- of the strain e in the complex strain field gener-
retical model. I lowever. only when the impacting ated in the impact zone is
particle deforrms plastically does it seem likely that e 0.d/r, (9)
there will be any significant deviation of the crater
diameter from the predicted value of (1; and such and (ii) the impact duration t is independent of
a deviation can be detected by conducting parallel particle velocity and given by
experiments with particles of different hardness. _ "I1/2
It is therefore assumed initially that the measured t = - 2 - 0
values of d are consistent with the predictions of 2 2arpd

the original model and may be used in calculating It follows that the mean strain rate t during tire
first i and then Pd. Furthermore, it is also assumed impact is
that plastic deformation of the target occurs as a [N
radial otflow of material without any piling up i - 0.1( V I --I 0.064 - _ (11)
above the level of the original surface. In practice, \rtn] ri

*Note also tlatPd is, ingcneral, larger than the static hardnessp, 1221. 1809



to()P[ It'gurc 2 A dianiretral profile f" a ciatc ill
L101 a {t00) MgO surface lipduced by tie

impact of a stcl sph,.ic. "I h brokcn litrs
indicate the olit inat Surface level and the

. . ...- outllire of the sphere.

(WkO) 100 ¢

(front Equation 7). In the present work, typical standard deviation of 210 kg nni-2 . In conrpalisonr.
values of t and c were -I psec and - 10s sec - ' , tile static VIIN was measured as 875kgnrin "2.
respectively. with a standard deviation of I 0 kg im -2.The solid

line drawn irougih the data of Fig. 3 was calci-

4. Results lated from the mean value of the dynanic hard-

4.1. Impacts using steel particles ness and Equations 6 to 8. The good fit of this line
Figs. 2 to 5 surrrmarize tire results obtained by to the experimental data implies, however. only
firing single steel spheres at chemically polished that the scatter in the calculated values of the

{100} surfaces of A-type crystals at velocities of dynamic hardness is random in nature and limited
up to - 350 m sec - I . in extent. In contrast, although tie solid lines

Tihe first of these figures shows (at a 2 : 1 ratio superimposed on the data for crater depth and vol.
of vertical to horizontal magnification) a diametral urrie shown in Figs. 4 and 5 also were obtained
profiloureter trace through a crater created by a from this sarre value of the dynamic hardness (by
300nisec-t inpct. Supcrimn.posed ,, ji., pro[file aic.ns of Equation, 6 and 7 in tile case of Fig. 4.
is the diaietral prolile ofa pristine steel sphere. It and Equatior 5 itl tire case of Fig. 5), it is seen

is apparent that tire two profiles do not correspond that the experiiental points syst erratically diverge.

and, in particular, that the nreasrrcd depth is less fromi both lines as the impact velocity increases. Irr

than that predicted. Piofilometry and Sl'EM studies ,_ . .

of spent spheres revealed that this discrepancy o ,,
could he attributed to flattening of tire spheres by o,- o

plastic deformation du ring intrpact, at least at f-

higher impact velocities. 00 -

Figs. 3 to 5 show tire variation with impact vel- ,/

ocity of the measued crater diameter, depth and °0..5

volune, respectively. 'llie values of the dynamic
hardness calculated fromi the individual data points C 100 2o 300 4o

in Fig. 3 by ineans of Equations 3 and 4 reveal no ipoc, veio-. "-

systemnatic variation with velocity. but are distri- I.thgr' 4 Iepths of craters produced by tire ilpact of

buted about a nrean valre of 1450kg nu -n with a sleet spheres on {t 001- surfaces.
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iigture 3 ianeletr (if Cra ters proriteed by tile innpact of Figure S VVolumes of craters produced by tire impact of
steel %pieres tin (I 0ro surfaces. steel spheres on (I 00 surfaces.
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the case of Fig. 4 this itend is confirmed by coru- {1 I I } surflaces. It is clear froin the very different
parison ol' tile expeldmental data with tile points patlei ns of {1 00l and ',I 10 J cleavage cracks and
calculated from the measured crater dianetets by {I 10! slip traces sutrounding these three craters
nicarns of Fqu.ation 4. that tile inode of inateial removal due to impact is

markedly sensitive to crystallographic orientation.
4.2. Impacts using WC particles On a { 00 sutfice. ais noted by Ilooker and Adler
This section presents the results of a similar series [14], a roughly square eroded region is formed
of experiments in which single \VC spheres were around a central plastic crater by intersection of
fired at variously polished 1 001, 11 1 0 and I I I Il l 00) and {1 I 0} cleavage cracks. This region is
surfaces of H-type crystals, again using velocities of deepest along its (I1 10) diagonals, and the crater
up to 350isec- . These spheres exhibited neg- rim is most extensively chipped away in these
ligible plastic deformation during impact. directions also. In the 'I I 0} case, the first material

Figs. 6a to c show scanning electroi micro- lost is that broken out along the (1 I ) directions
graphs of three craters resulting ioni iimpacts in tile impact surface by intersection of {I 101
against CliCmi ally polished -l100}. {l 101 and cleavage cracks, At higher impact velocities this

r ( ) b) (i ol)

.--. ,
..-... " . .- ,

(C)
u / ,

graptis ill crati% ioiieii-t y w('

PalI i~tL iiip-ick. at 0at 2014 in1 WC,

oll~ ~ 110) 11) 1 11

.- rl 10 1 68 illSec on t a
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plocess is aligtieiiter by chipping due 10 inter- at a 2:1 ratio of' vertical to honrizontal magnifi- -

section of, these sm nile cla cks cit Iicr withI s ubhsin hice cation. These t races wvere oh raji ed by iravscii i
(1 I10} cracks lNying paraillel to the impact surface tile profiloincier stylus across t1ilimpact regionis
and/or wvith (i 00) cleavage cracks lying' at 450 to inl tile partiCular CIN'stallngrali1ic dictinn1S noted
it. There is also a tendeiicy in this orienltatioin for inl thle fipure s*. Severail features of' these t races are
long, thin triangular prisni-sliaped framinis to he w\orthyN of' note. Filtm, each exhibits a central
broken out along thle (1 00) dirct ion ill thle impact plastic crater hA is complete and canl lie nmeasu red
surtface by inteisecion of two Il100t cracks with accurately. This feat nrC is usualy lost at Iligliei
this si ace. The damnage aiisint fromn impact im pact velocities (file to en croa chmi en t of the sint-
against a fl I I1I sit face exhiblits strongly tile three- rou~ndingO eroded iegion into the central cratei.
foldl symiltry of' this surface. with material loss Second, below the level of the origiiial surface.
occurring primarily b)'y 11 00 cleavage from three each trace is (i I symifmet rical and (ii) of tile Samle
petal-shiaped areas ("wiligs") that extend along curivature as the \VC spherie that created it. More-
(2 1 1) directions. Fig. 7, wvhich showvs a crater over, traces of other diamet ral sections obtained
formied at a lower imipact velocity, reveals thalthle by traversing thle imtpact zoiie in different crystal-
material inl these Wings is not detached when this lographic directionls reveal the same featries. It
velocity is small, but is merely raised above the follows that boith plastic deformation of' the WVC
original surface. Det climent begins onily when tle particle and( elastic recovery (of the target in thle
impact velocity exceeds -100 inl sec-, andl occturs central eraici region are negligible - and this implies
over anl ever mcceasiiig area as this velocity that the difference between the measured and the
increases, wvithi tie wings coalescing to) form a con- predicted crater dlepths observed wvhen steel par-
tiunus eroded region comleItely S0i iuiilding1 tile tCO ideso ce used call be at i iouted alimost eut ircly
ce-nt ral plist iic eracr at velocit ies a ro unid 200 to to plist ic d efoi nat ion ofI these particles du(1ring thle
3(001m see-' . In this velocity regime the damiage impact event. A ihird signlificant featunre of the
beats sonic super-ficia reseimblance to thait occrir- various dianmet ral traces oht ained fiomi diffei cut
ring in ponlyc ryst all iie ceramliis 1I 5), althIiough thle di rectlions of' t rauvrse is thiat i nust are iiot syi i-
dletailed fractuore processes involved in the two met icad above thle level (if the tindisturbedl silface.-
cases ire rathier different. This asymnietry. which canl be seeni in Fig. Sc, for

hlroilonlcter traces through elianietral sections example, arises fromt mtaterial in the vicinlity of thle
of craters iii clienlicalhy polished specimens of tile crater rintl filini, up by) slip on thle active slip planies
sane three orientiorus are shown ill Figs. 8a to c in thle active shill d irectioiis. Thle resultant crater

rimls exhiibit foiii-, tllree- and iwo-fold symtmet ries

i( tile cases of il 004. 1111I and (1104Ok target silr-i facesrespectively.
Figs. 9 aiid 10 show the variat iot with imliact

velocity of tile uleaSUred crater dliamieter aiid
depthi, respect ivelv', for impacts onl chemically
polished (I100f surfaces. The meanl value of the
dynamic hardness was First calctilated from tile
individutal dat a pointiis in F ig. 9 anid ilheni used to
obltain thle theoretical lines showin ini the figures
exactly as in tIile p revioli s sect hii. The imitport anlt

- ~Point to note is that, while there is random scatter
in tile inrd ividualI data points in IFig 1 0. therce is no
systemat ic deviaition fromi thle theoret ical line of'

tesort seen wheii steel particles are used. The
m m---- cot responding criame volumes are shown in Fig. 11,

together wit Ii those mneasirred onl chemically
FI-isre 7 Scanniune cet ron rnicrop'rap ofia crater formedi pol ishied I I 10 and ( I I I sill faices.-
t911).tl impact olf; WC particle at 81 m %c a on Mass loss dat1: a,0 forile sawme se i is (if impacts are
slrtlue. plotted in 1.ig. I12, anid stmpiimnposed onl these data
Q ua nt ita live mcain iciwnt of cra let imiensions were always tnadt inl these samre directions.
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I Ijj1,. F.ue 8 A comparison betwcen diametral
L_2~ .!_0.traces through impact craters made by \V"

partictes in NtI"O surlaces of differcnt
orien [a ijts.

tot ('01lO Iim scC

tO) (l01l 156,n. sec

100m

10) 200pm (1121

[.1 t1111 107 mSC

by the least-squares method are parabolas of the In order to examine the influence of target sur-
form face condition on the impact event, further expcr-

ktv 0, (12) iments using WC particles were carried out on

where m, is the mass loss and k is a constant {100}and {l 10 sui faces that had been given only
dependent on tite crystallographic orientation of
the target. The good lit suggests that it is not o -

unreasonable to suppose that, for a single impact,

the mass loss depends ott tie kinetic energy of the o
impacting particle. It will be noted that, in com-
parison with {l 001 sutrfaces impacted at the same go2
velocity, (I 10$ surfaces yield a comparable crater

1)01 ,.300
volume and - 3 times the mass loss, while {1 1 0$
surfaces give rise to a crater of about half the vol-
une and about double the mass loss. 0oo V600 300 4o0

igure 10 D e, Its of cralers due to impacts by WC spheres
14 - - r- on chentically polistld {I 00)} Sl faces.

12 0.20

001

E
06- 0

04

0.0,502

0 00 20 30 400 0 00 200 360 400

Impoct Velocity/m sec
"  Impoct Veloc-Iy/m SeC-

"igure 9 Diameters of craters due to impacts by WC Iigurc 1I Volumes of craters due to impacts by VC
spheres on chemically polished (I 00} sutfaces. spheres on chemtically polished %gO surfaces.
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*. '" " , Q) " related flow and facttie processes occurring more
/. ' or less siiultaiietoisly ii (he iipact zone during

tht imipact evet. lhliis. alhhoutlh litie flow pro-

- N. cesses that absolb Ilmost ofti le ii1)pact eergy
unidoullbtedly hepii, and for the most pail take

- .place, beneath the imtpactine paiticles. fracture
pro pagation is prevented by the large compressive
stresses present in this region. As a result. iliee is

produced instead a \%ell.dcfiied central plastic

craler, the size of which defines the hardness;and
"____I__I_ N.,t , cracks nucleate onily at points round the ciater

*" ... where tile hoop sless below the larvet surface

Figure 13 An ipact ciater on at I00 siti t'ce. The stir- changes bout coinpiessive to tensile. Mass loss, in

face has been etched to reveal dislocation aria,. contrast, is detemt iiicd by tile oirent.ation dcpen-
dent ittelaction l t these cracks \\itl t ie antlrhe

and with lit 're suriace as tile\ ppipagale ount-

stages of contact exert relalively larger compress- w aids frot lil l curet, ar! i thus diflicultl

iye stresses and smaller shear stresses than a to elate to tl- .rtis. Ntwithtle>,,. the flct
"'sharper" pyramidal indenici, in:iy he expected to th:it hoth crrt, ,,,. 'rod 1,rs h appeal to he
give rise to a protnountlced hardnCSs m1iXmi Oil pU0 )it )priJ I 1! ,.- I ITILI I 't\ I ihicaIC te t lhai

1 1 }. as is in fact observed. there is SOI t eI l I ..L L , . !-1i. t, .,I V i iC ,if I u..ttities.
Secondly, it is possible toI explain seini-qualti- licuuitahl .. it, ii hip i' '! e\iucssion of

tatively the difference between the dynamic thlie ilitu i l llI t it dislocalioiu

hardness at a sitain rate - 10
5
sec

-t 
and lte Moyer ilicrii . ... , I, l e ii 1,ltiti.n t, the

ball hardness at a strlhi rate - 10-3scc
- 

in ternis ed,.e of the - i,.. ;,.i,,ic it,nrd is obscuuied

of the known dislocation stress velocity relation- b\ lie ct iir . i -i f Ii piocess oll siil
ship for MgO 171. Specifically. becau ,t .irain rie ie lemuih slip lre '*p~it..ii dilA!olli density,

is propoltioial to di or,:tion velocity at constatil and a host w .''''icer.

(mobile) disloc:itioni densil (i.e.. \vhn the stlain. In Ciiiclusioiit is caut1, Pi:d 111at neither the

the indenter g('oet1r.V anld tle slip oeolietlry are value of te Inl loss; ccfftictiut i, k. listed in

held coistant) 11 I I. tIre ratio Iki/All of thcse hard- Table II noi thc \cloc;y expituotl of two ued in

nesses should be equal to the slrcss niiullilication qLtuationi 12 lioutr!l he expected to carry over to
factir required oi speed up i, iielatioin motion liy the niulliple iuil;ct sit, ll in in \hicli tile further
a fecltir 1 0 :. lineart extrapolat ion itthe datla coiplication oh ilciuction ofcracks fron adjacent

of Singh and (oble I I gives a hillitiui. value for itnpacts arises.

this factor of 0 it) 7 for both ed,.pe aid screw dis-
locatiins, in rearinahlt agireeniei it ili the vales Acknowledgenents
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.prait..t frne i i, .tunintl o1 tie A ........ . , 1.., . N.. :3 1 Nt*.- April. 1979

Table 1. Effective Resolved Shear Stress IFacltors and
M~easured HIardnetss Numbewrs

Indenter __ 6 l il4 Mgt) tt

*'rrtatnit Vickcii K n,,i %'t(N KIlN* SuIN KIIN,

< I Oo> 0. 110 0. 3o.; 922 400 124 96
< I10__ 0.360 0.1 49) 765 780 99 103

*Ref. 3.

nated { I10),tand (11 0),,,.. respectively. The quoted factorsirefer to
the I 110),, planels. since these are theCone~s for which the effective

resolved shear stress is greatest and onl which slip will thus initiate.
Although slip will sutsquk'ntly occuron thle j 110), planes as xkeLl.
the analysis used in deriving Eq. (2) is bated on the initial yielding
condition. There is clearly an inlerse correlation between thle
theoretical factors and tIli experimental hardness values. Hence the
observed anisotropies for both Vickers and Knoop indentation arc
compatible with the theory of Brookes ci al.1 and the apparent
anomaly is resolved.

Acknowledgment: The writer thanks N. H. Macmillan for useful comments
and suggestions.
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for NticroharJness tndentations in NMgO Crystals. J. n. Ceraim. S.'.-. 61 13 -41
102 - 1(06 (1978).
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of Single Crystals." 11,. R. S..- Loiwidhi. S'r. .4. 322 [45481 73-88 (1971).

IT HIAS been proposedt that the Vic kers hardness number (Vf IN) and
the Knoop hardness number (KHN) are related by

VHNn-'/ 2 (KHN4 4+K1IN0 4 i 424) (1)

where 0 is any arbitraty orientation of the indenter axis. This
expression itmplies that both types of hardness measurement should
show similar anisotropies on the (001) surface of MgO and LiF. The
fact that they actually exhibit opposite anisotropies has been as-
cribed. for NMgO. to differences in the local work-hardening behav-
ioir arouind the indetnter due to changes in its geometry and orienta-
tion.

2

Howvever. there is an alternative explanation based on the analysis
of hardness anisotropy presented by Brookes ei af.,;t which states
that the effective resolved shear stress 7, on thle operative slip plane
is given by

7='In(F IA) cosX costb(cos4 + siny) (2)

where F is the tensile force acting parallel to the line of maximum
slope in the indenter facet. A the area over which F is acting. X the
angle between the axis of F and thle slip direction. 4) te angle
between the axis of f and the nonial to the slip plane. .1, tlte angle
between the line in tile indenter faet perpendicular to the axis of f
and the axis of rotation lbr a given slip system, and -y thle angle
between this same line in the facet and the slip direction. The
angular factor in this expression should vary inversely with the
relative magnitude of the hardness, a result which these workers
confirmed qualitattiicly by measuring the hardness anisiotropies of
various crystals.

Expierimenital values (if VHN and KIIN for MgO and LiF are
given in Table 1. together with the corresponrding ilketiive resolved
shear stress factors cottputed fronm Fq. 12). Thle primary slip systemn
in hoth crystals is I1 1101 -- 110- and [here are thuts two possible
swientations of the slip planes with respect to the ttWl ) surface.
either at 45' to or perpendicular to it. These slip planes are desig-

Recer~cd Sctnemtber 12. 19711: revtsed co'py reervmnd Novrntter t1i. 1478,
Supp.ontd In, (let' S. Anny Re~wir.h (11lite under (;ruim New t)AA.240 77 0'

0110D1
The 4rtct ti .4th Ilks Maralit Resea.-I tLaboratory. Tile P'enn~sytlvani Slte

Unflseity. t se~tltC56y Park. ('etnyls an... tt.I2 p. 222
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SUMMARY and Brookes el al. [51 have been able to
develop geometric arguments to relate Knoop

Spherical indenters have been used to study hardness anisotropy to the onset of yielding
the effect of indentation diameter on the on the most favorably oriented slip plane or
hardnesses of variously oriented surfaces of planes, Armstrong et al. [6 - 8] have
ductile and semi-brittle cubic single crystals. succeeded in extending such arguments to
The results are discussed in terms of the take account of strain hardening and
elastic recovery, the initial yield, the strain Wonsiewicz and Chin [9, 10] have succeeded
hardening and the crack nucleation processes in relating this anisotropy to strain hardening
occurring around and beneath the indenter, by means of a theory that takes into con-

sideration the total crystallographic shear
occurring around and beneath the indenter

1. INTRODUCTION [ 111.

In contrast, a spherical indenter produces a
measure of hardness that is independent of

During the past several years it has become the orientation of the indenter relative to the
widely recognized that hardness tests crystal lattice but sensitive to both the
represent a useful means of studying various orientation of the indented surface and the
mechanical properties of solids [1, 2]. In applied load. The spherical indentation test is
particular, the Knoop test has been employed therefore complementary to the Knoop test
extensively in investigations of plastic and of particular value as a means of studying
anisotropy. One reason for this is that the anisotropy in strain hardening; as such it has
elongated shape of the Knoop indenter been used in a variety of studies of single-
renders this measure of hardness particularly crystal plasticity [12 - 26]. The present paper
sensitive to indenter orientation about the extends this previous work in systematic
normal to the plane of indentation. Indeed, fashion by using spherical indenters to study
Garfinkle and Garlick [3] have found that the the effects of load and orientation of the
Knoop hardness of LiF and of various f.c.c. indented surface on the hardness of both
and b.c.c. metal single crystals depends ductile (nickel and aluminum) and semi-
primarily on the orientation of the long axis brittle (LiP and MgO) single crystals.
of the indenter relative to the crystal lattice
rather than on the plane of indentation. A
second reason is that the faceted shape of the
indenter gives rise to an indentation strain
field (and hence a strain hardening contribu-
tion to the hardness) that is independent of 2.1, Specimen preparation and character.
load. Finally, the Knoop test is attractive for ization
its geometrical simplicity which facilitates the f100), f110) and f111) oriented slabs of
task of relating this measure of hardness to nickel, aluminum and LiF approximately
such fundamental parameters as the critical 1 cm X 1 cm X 1 cm in size were sawn from
resolved shear stress and the rate of strain larger single crystals, were rough ground on
hardening. As a result Daniels and Dunn 141 wet 240, 320, 400 and 600 grit SiC papers,
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were polished on Buehler Texmet* cloth with the two was used in the experiments with
aqueous slurries of 1, 0.3 and 0.05 pm AlO1  MgO to minimize any complication due to
abrasives and were mounted in Kldmount** indenter plasticity [12]. In all tests the rate
resin. The corresponding MgO specimens were of indenter pinetration was chosen so that
similarly prepared except that they received a the maximum load was reached in 15 - 25 s;
final chemical polish in I)oiling aqueous the indenter was then held stationary for a
l 3 PO 4 [27, 281 prior to mounting. X-ray further 15 s prior to unloading.
Laue diffraction studies showed that the The diameters of the resultant indentations
mounted and polished specimens were were measured along all the crystallographic
typically within 2' of the desired orientation, directions of each type listed in Table 2 on

Because aliovalent impurities can markedly {100} and { 110 surfaces and along any two
influence dislocation mobility in ionic crystals randomly selected (211) directions on {111)
[29], semiquantitative spectrochemical surfaces. The measurements were made by
analyses were performed on the LiF and MgO means of an optical microscope fitted with a
specimens. The results are shown in Table 1. micrometer eyepiece and focused on the

surrounding undisturbed surface, with
TABLE 1 ancillary oblique illumination being used to

highlight the crater rim; in every case the
Impurity clement Concentration (ppm) hardness was calculated from the average of

MgO LiF the applicable set of diameter measurements.
Diametral traces were also made through a

Ca 100 - 200 100 - 200 number of indentations by means of a surface
Al 40 - 100 40 profilometer.
Mn 50 -
Fe 100-200 100
Si 50 50 TABLE 2
Ti 20 -
Mg - 2 - 5 Material Surface Directions of
Cu - 5 - 20 orientation measurement

Al, Ni {100} (100), (1101-
LiF, MgO 11001 (100)

The suppliers' data indicated that the alu- Al, Ni, LiF, MgO {110} (100), (110)
minum and nickel crystals were 99.998% and Al, Ni, LiF, MgO {111} (211)

99.97% pure respectively. At these levels,
impurities should not significantly affect the
critical resolved shear stress of these f.c.c.
metals [30]. 3. RESULTS

2.2. Indentation tests Figure 1 shows two typical load-time
An Instron universal testing machine fitted records from the Instron machine. The one

with a spherical WC-6% Co indenter 1.59 mm for the nickel specimen has a smooth profile
in diameter was used to make indentations whereas that for the MgO specimen exhibits
with diameters in the range 0.1 - 1 mnn in "spikes" associated with the formation of
MgO specimens of all three orientations; the cracks during loading. This cracking, which
corresponding indentations in nickel, alu- was accoml)anied by an audible "clicking"
minum and LiF were made in similar fashion sound, occurred more extensively at high
with a spherical steel indenter 1.58 mm in loads than at low loads and was more
diameter. The indenters had Vickers hardness extensive in MgO than in LiF. Both records
numbers (VIINs) of about 2000 and 700 - show also that the load relaxed by a few
860 kgf mm 2 respectively, and the harder of per cent during the 15 s that the indenter was

held stationary.
Buehler 1.d., 2120 Greenwood S, The micrographs in Figs. 2 and 3 show

Evanston, Ill. 60201. indentations made at both high and low loads

**Supplied by Vernon-Benshoff Co., 413 N. Pearl in {100}, {110} and {1111 surfaces of ductile

St.. Albany, N.Y. 12201. (nickel) and semi-brittle (LiF) crystals
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rT 1 ,respectively. It will be noted that none of the

indentations made at high loads are wholly in
focus but appear as ill-defined and (particu-

20 larly in the case of nickel) oddly shaped black
regions completely lacking in contrast. The
lack of definition comes about because the

10 microscope lacked the depth of focus to
accommodate the deeper impressions and
more extensive piling-up and sinking-in of
surrounding material produced by the higher

0 10 20 30 40--5 loads; the loss of contrast occurs because the
T,.e/s steeper surface slopes in and around impres-

(a) sions produced at higher loads reflected more
of the normally incident illumination used for
the photomicrography outside the cone of

, , ,acceptance of the microscope objective.

Therefore it should not be inferred from
50 Figs. 2 and 3 that the shapes of indentations

40 formed at different loads differ markedly.
On the contrary, as revealed by the surface

30 profilometrty studies and the oblique illumina-
tion technique used when measuring indenta-

20 tion diameters, the shape of the impression

formed in any given surface by a given
indenter changes relatively little as the applied
load increases. These same sorts of measure-10 20 30 40 50

b)T /sments also showed that for a given load and
(b) indenter the deviation of the rim of the

Fig. 1. Load -time records for indentations in {I00} impression from circularity is greater for
surfaces of (a) nickel and (b) MgO. nickel and aluminum than for LiF and MgO,

AI

rJ.1mm [1001 O [1001 -
10  1I "~------ . m " .•....' "

:.d(001) e 0 (011). f (111)K.

.2mm [1001 [1001 [lO]

Fig. 2. The appearance of indentations in nickel single crystals for (a), (b), (c) a 2 kgf load and (d), (e), (f) a
25 kgf load.
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(a1 b (i) c (1)
(ol

1100 110roc1j- If

.2mm __ 1001 [1iu

Fig. 3. The appearance of indentations in LiF single crystals for (a), (b), (c) a 5 kgf load and (d), (e), (f) a 20 kg! load.

P =kd"

-, 1002 where k and ni are material -dependen t
100'. constants. Further, because the Meyer

hardness Al is defined [31] as the load divided
by the projected area of contact ird 2/4 it
follows that

Fig. 4. Diametral surface Drofiles through an indenta-
tion made in nickel at a 50 kg! load. The broken lines and n - 2 can be found from the slope of a
indicate the indenter profile and the undisturbed plot of log Al versus log d when Meyer's law
surface. is obeyed. Figures 5 and 6 show such plots

for all three surface orientations of the ductile
i.e. that slip produces greater surface displace- and semii-brittle specimens respectively. Each
ments than does cracking. data point represents the average from nine

Comparison of the shape of thle indenter hardness tests. For each Surface of each
with surface lprofilometer traces across material a good fit to thle data can be ob-
different indentation diameters (.such as those tained by linear regression, showving that
shown in Fig. 4) revealed negligible elastic Meyer's law is closely obeyed. Thle values of
recovery below the level of thle original n - 2 obtained from these lines are listed in
surface at low loads. However, for indenta- Table 3 together with the extrapolated
tions with a diameter greater than about one- hardness values AP1 corresponding to an
half the indenter dliameter, elastic recovery indentation diameter equal to the indenter
resulted in a net reduction of thle indentation diameter. It should he noted that, whereas
diameter relative to its depth. This recovery nickel, aluminum and LiF all exhibit hard-
was more pronounced in nickel than in nesses that vary little wvith the orientation
aluminum, and in LF~r than in AlgO. of the surface and increase with increasing

For spherical indenters, Mleyer 1311 has * indentation dlianeter, thle hardness of MgO
shown empirically that the load P is related both showvs greater anisotropy and decreases
to the indentation diameter d by as the indentation (lianieter increases.
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3c , r TABLE3

0- Crystal n -. 2 Al (kgf mm 2
2100} [110 ti ll) [100} 1110 {111}

Al 0.15 0.12 0.13 16.4 16.6 16.5
Ni 0.35 0,38 0.36 95.9 105.2 95.A

06 L s 4 5 LiF 0.34 0.38 0.36 139.8 165.1 16-1.6
Indtntoio,, Oole-f/ MgO -0.41 -0.41 -0.27 126.8 1.17.9 229.6

(a)

*1001
90-
s0 0 there is substantial piling-up and sinking-in

V ?0e -around the crater rim, as reported long ago
60 " - by O'Neill [14, 15] mid others [13, 17, 18].
5 sc Consequently, as was first pointed out by
40 Carpenter and Elam [131, it is difficult to

I define the crater diameter unambiguously. As
2 2 .3 A 5 6 8 9 1 in the case of the dynamic normal impact of a
Indenteron Danmetor/mspherical particle [32] the piling-up and

(b) sinking-in can be explained in terms of

Fig. 5. The variation of Meyer hardness with indenta- primary {111}(110) glide alone, as might be
tion diameter and surface orientation in (a) aluminum expected in materials having five independent
and (b) nickel: o, {100}; c, {110};, {111}. primary slip systems.

50 I The sinking-in and piling-up is much less
for the semi-brittle materials LiF and MgO
which have only two independent primary
slip systems. However, definition of the crater

Srim is still no easier because extensive
.rc fracturing occurs on (100} and f110} planes.

. . .Nor is there any evidence of secondary slip
50 L about any of the indentations made in LiF

Indeno,,n 0,°Doe,,, and MgO in the present work. The same is
(a) true in the dynamic situation at a strain rate

500 about seven orders of magnitude greater [32].
." " . Lack of evidence of secondary slip is not, of

0 0 course, conclusive proof that such deforma-

3)0 tion did not take place. However, the observa-
0tion that cracking occurs more extensively

Xaround indentations in MgO than in LiF
Z 20 supports this contention, for the work of
,s 15,0 ,, Buerger [33] and Mueller [34] implies that

Indonlon m efm 6 .9 secondary slip should occur more easily in
(b) relation to primary in MgO, and it must be

Fig. 6. The variation of Meyer hardness with indenta- supposed that such slip would have an inhibit-
tion diameter and surface orientation in (a) LiF and ing effect on crack propagation. Apparently
(b) MgO: o, {100}; o, {1I0}; %, {11I}. the extensive fragmentation occurring around

and beneath the indenter permits all the
additional deformation necessary to accom-

4. DISCUSSION modate the shape change imposed by the
indenter.

The appearance of the indentations formed The present results also (i) confirm the
in nickel and aluminum is in almost all previous observations that spherical indenters
respects consistent with the descriptions given produce indentations that are circularly
by earlier workers in this field. In particular, symmetric about the surface normal below
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the level of the original surface under both smaller, so the difference between them
quasistatic 1351 and dynamic conditions must decrease by a corresponding factor for
1321 and (ii) reveal that only for the larger geometrically similar indentations. It is for
indentations does the shape of the residual this reason that no elastic recovery was
impression differ measurably from that of the observed in indentations made at low loads
indenter (Fig. 4). For all four materials this in the present work. Moreover, the seemingly
difference in shape takes the same form as it anomalous recovery observed in the deeper
does under dynamic conditions, i.e. a propar- im)ressions cannot be attributed to the
tionally greater reduction in indentation monocrystalline and therefore anisotropic
diameter than in depth. As a result the radii nature of the materials indented, for it was
of curvature of the larger indentations are less also observed in polycrystalline nickel with a
than the radius of the indenter. It follows that grain diameter of about 0.045 mi. Instead, it
this difference in shape between indenter appears that the increasing amount of pilhig-
and indentation is the result of elastic up and sinking-in that occurs as the indenter
recovery of the material indented rather than penetrates deeper sufficiently distorts the
of flattening of the indenter by plastic de- surface around the indentation to cause
formation [32]. It also follows from (i) not breakdown of the lHertz-Tabor analysis, and
only that anisotropic elastic recovery plays this produces a proportionately greater and
little part in determining the shape of the greater reduction in the diameter of the
impression but also that the distortion of the impression compared with its depth.
outlines of the indentations seen in Figs. 2 In the case of aluminum the present
and 3 results primarily from surface displace- studies reveal that the total variation in
ment by slip. Meyer hardness with orientation of the

From Hertz's analysis of the problem of surface indented is less than 10% and that
elastic contact between two isotropic elastic Al) > M(3 1 } > A1{ 10}; they thus confirm
spheres (361, the relation between the the conclusions reached by O'Neill [141 from
indentation diameter d, the radius of experiments on less certainly oriented speci-
curvature rl of the indenter and the radius of mens of this metal. They also confirm
curvature r2 of the residual impression is findings of O'Neill that (i) Meyer's law is

obeyed and (ii) AT extrapolates to a value AM

=6Prr2 (1- -  -) _ 2_ that is virtually independent of surfaced -r+ orientation as the impression diameter
approaches the indenter diameter. This

where v, and v 2 are the Poisson's ratios, and orientation independence of M* follows from
E1 and E 2 are the Young's moduli, of the application of such theories of hardness as
indenter and specimen respectively. Tabor those of Daniels and Dunn 141 and Brookes
[121 has noted that this equation is applica- et al. [51, which are based on an effective
ble only if the effect of elastic recovery on resolved shear stress yield criterion, to the
indentation diameter is negligible and has expansion of a hemispherical cavity in a
reported data confirming that the radius of plastic solid. This is because the hemispherical
curvature of the indentation is greater than surface of contact between the indenter and
the indenter radius by the lredicted amount tile substrate effectively averages over all
for relatively shallow indentations in poly- possible slip plane orientations regardless of
crystalline metals. lowever, data obtained by the orientation of the surface indented. That
Foss and lBrumfield 1351 indicate that as the Al * is independent of the orientation of the
indentation becomes deeper tile theoretical surface in the present experiments thus
expression tends increasingly to overestimate suggests that the yield behavior of aluminum
the observed radius of curvature of the is little affected by deformation path
impression. during spherical indentation. It is similarly

In the present work the indenters were interesting that even though this argument
about an order of magnitude smaller in ignores all strain-hardening effects it applies
diameter than those used in both these equally well to the behavior of two lots of
previous studies. The product of r, and r2  aluminum crystals which appear on the basis
is thus about two orders of magnitude of their Meyer indices (2.12 - 2.15 in tile
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present work and 2.27 - 2.48 in O'Neill's varies with surface orientation; this, it is
work [ 1.1 ]) to strain harden rather dilferently. suggested, is why the hardnesses of different
Presumably the greater rate of strain harden- MgO surfaces diverge rather than converge as
ing evinced by O'Neill's crystals stems from the load increases and cracking contributes
sonme precipitation hardening effect associated an increasingly greater proportion of the
with their substantially greater impurity total deformation.
content (0.4"'). This rationalization of the experimental

In coml)arison with aluminum, nickel observations ignores the more difficult
exhibits greater strain hardening (Meyer question of why MgO should fracture more
indices 2.35 - 2.38) on all three surfaces, extensively than LiF in the present experi-
more scatter in Al' and a qualitatively ments. This observation cannot be attributed
different dependence of Meyer hardness on to the difference in specimen preparation, for
surface orientation. Since f.c.c. single crystals the chemically polished MgO specimens
typically strain harden (in stage II, at least) should have contained fewer surface flaws
at rates proportional to their shear moduli than their mechanically polished LiF counter-
[37], the first of these features conceivably parts. In addition, as has already been pointed
derives directly from the greater elastic out, it cannot derive from differences in the
stiffness of nickel compared with alu- relative ease of primary versus secondary
minum [38]. Neither of the last two observa- slip since (i) there is no evidence that second-
tions, however, is consistent with the models ary slip occurred in either material and (ii)
of hardness anisotropy [4, 5] discussed such slip would be expected to occur more
above, and either or both may result from the easily relative to primary slip in MgO than in
stronger dislocation-surface interactions LiF [33, 34]. Moreover, since Alden [39, 40]
arising from this greater stiffness, has shown that LiF has a higher latent harden-

Figure 6 reveals that MgO and LiF exhibit ing ratio than MgO it is difficult to reconcile
qualitatively similar variations of Meyer this observation with the usual view that crack
hardness with surface orientation, as expected nucleation in such crystals takes place at
from the theories of Daniels and Dunn [4] blocked slip bands. Perhaps the answer lies
and Brookes et al. [5], but that the not in the relative ease of dislocation motion
magnitude of this anisotropy is greater for in the two crystals but in the relative ease of
MgO. The same figure also reveals that the dislocation nucleation at the tip of a crack.
hardness of MgO decreases with increasing It is unfortunate that the existing theoretical
load on all three surfaces studied and has no treatments of this process [41, 42] lack the
tendency to converge to any surface orienta- resolution to distinguish between LiF and
tion-independent value 11, whereas LiF MgO in this respect. However, the greater
behaves much more like nickel and alu- polarization occurring in MgO might be
minum in both these regards. These differ- expected to raise the ideal shear strength
ences in behavior are all presumed to derive relative to the ideal tensile strength [43] and
primarily from the much greater incidence thus promote enhanced brittleness [44].
of cracking that takes place around impres-
sions in MgO compared with LiF, especially
at higher loads. Apparently crack propagation 5. CONCLUSIONS
represents a method of producing deforma-
tion of MgO beneath an indenter that is A study has been made of the effects of
sufficiently less energy intensive than dis- indentation diameter (i.e. load) and orienta-
location motion that. it can - if it develops tion of the indented surface on the Meyer
extensively enough as the load increases - hardnesses of nickel, aluminum, LiF and
more than offset any effect of strain harden- MgO. The findings were as follows.
ing, thereby allowing the indenter to (i) Greater surface (lisplacements were
penetrate deeper and producing a hardness produced by piling-up and sinking-in around
that decreases with load. Moreover, because indentations in nickel and aluminum than in
this cracking in MgO is restricted for the LiF and MgO.
most part to (1001 and f110) planes its con- (ii) These displacements appeared always
tribution to the overall hardness probably to derive solely from primary glide, and any
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Proc. 5th Int. Conf. on Erosion by Solid and Liquid Impact

MECHANISMS Of SOLID PARTICLE EROSION IN CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

D.G. Rickerby and N.H. Macmillan

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802, U.S.A.

Erosive mechanisms in ductile (Al and Ni) and semi-brittle (LiF
and MgO) materials are being studied at the basic level by impacting mono-
crystalline specimens of various orientations with single particles. With
such specimens effects due to variations in microstructure are eliminated,
and It is possible to concentrate on the fundamental erosive processes. In
both classes of solid a crater is formed about the centre of impact, but the
surrounding damage and the operative mechanisms of material removal differ
markedly from one to the other. For the semi-brittle specimens, material
is lost as a result of the formation of cleavage cracks around the crater
and the intersection of these with the surface and with each other. For
the metals, material reaoval occurs as a result of ductile rupture at the
crater rim. This process can lead to measurable mass loss even for a single
impact normal to the surface.

INTRODUCTION {100}, (110} or {111} oriented
specimens about 1 cm2 in area and about 0.5 cm

Despite the existence of a great thick were cut from larger monocrystals.
deal of empirical data on solid particle These were first ground on wet SiC papers and
erosion, little is known about the basic then polished on cloth-covered wheels using
mechanisms of material removal involved (1, slurries of Al 0 particles down to 0.05 Pm
2). This situation stems from the large in size. Finarly, they were flush-ountcd in
number of experimental variables involved, self-curing resin. A number of MgO specimens
and requires that any systematic investi- also were chemically polished (11) prior to
gation of erosion mechanisms keeps this num- mounting.
ber to a minimum. Thus, the present work
was confined to single normal impacts of The erosive particles were mounted
spherical particles against monocrystalline in nylon sabots and fired from a gas gun.
surfaces. Single impact experiments have Sabot velocities were determined photoelec-
previously proved useful for investigating trically immediately prior to particle-sabot
erosive mechanisms (3-5), and spherical par- separation at the muzzle (12). Two types of
ticles simulate adequately many of the impacts particles were used: steel spheres of diam-
which occur during erosion by irregular par- eter 1.59 mm, weight 16.2 mg and VLN %

ticles (5,6). Furthermore, for normal impact, 800 kg mm-
2
; and WC-6% Co spheres oi diameter

the motion of a spherical particle can be 1.58 mm, weight 1 30 mg and VIIN u 2000 kg m- .
described analytically, allowing direct The harder type was required for experiments
calculation of target hardness under dynamic with MgO in order to minimize the effect of
conditions(7,8). plastic deformation of the particle (7),

whereas the steel spheres were sufficiently
EXPERIMENTAL hard for experiments with the other mate-

rials.
Experiments were performed on high

and low melting point pairs of ionic (MgO and The mass losses due to individual
LiF) and metallic (Ni and Al) monocrystals. impacts were determired gravimetrically. In
The impurities present (see Table 1) were addition, cross-sectional traces through
sufficient to affect dislocation mobilities impact craters were obtained at equidistant
in the ionic crystals (9), but not to affect (50 jmm) intervals by means of a surface pro-
significantly the flow stresses of the filometer. Crater volumes were determined
metals (10). by measuring the area below the original

surface level for each trace and applying
Table 1. Melting points and purities of the the trapezoidal rule. Crater depths and

crystals diameters were determined from diametral
traces.

Melting Impurities
Crystal Point/*C Purity >50 ppm THEORETICAL IMPACT MODEL

Mgo 2800 99.94% Ca, Al, Fe Consider a rigid sphere of radius r
LIP 845 99.96% Ca, Fe and mass m impinging normally on a plastic-
Ni 1453 99.97% Si, Fe rigid half-space, and assume that the pres-
Al 660 99.998% sure over the area of contact is uniform and

has a constant value p (the dynamic hard-
ness) during the impact (7,13). Provided
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that all the particle kinetic energy is ex- so that Eq. 2 may still be used, provided it
pended in permanently deforming the target, is rccogni:;ed that the values of p calculated

1 2 thereby will be lower than the actual Ond
pV = my , (1) values by a constant factor (n+2)/4.

where V is the crater volume and v is the RESULTS
initial impact velocity. This can be re-
written in terms (f the crater depth Z as Typical impact craters in chemically

polished HgO surfaces are shown in Figs. 1-3.

2 Those in LiF surfaces are essentially similar
0 (2) in appearance. In each case the central

21t2(rk/3) crater is surrounded by a complex zone of
brittle fracture arising from intersecting

(100) and (110) cleavage cracks. The extent
provided th~at 2 < r. Rearranging this expres- of material removal is consequently highly
sion gives dependent on the crystallographic Orientation

mv 
of the surfac (8)

21p(r- /3) ' (3) .0 0)

from which Z may be calculated iteratively by " /
neglecting the Z/3 term in the first instance. , , " 4-'..

Also, the crater diameter d is given by I

,d - 2(2rk-Z 2)1/2. (4) .' . • ", r,;t

If Z > r, Eq. 2 becomes

2
M0p , ~~~(5) .. . . ,

2

my Fig. 1. Crater in a 1001 MgO surface due to
Z n o +_ (6) impact at 204 m s

-
1

.

2ar 2p 3

A "representative value" of the strain c
around a spherical indentation is (7)

-
(

-.

d \- ,I

0.1 r; (7)

and, for purely plastic behaviour, the impact
duration t is given by (7,13)

1/2 I
t 2 2 p (8)

It follows that time mean strain rate c during 'V
thle impact is8 (8)

1 .02 dvj
- 0.15 d 0.064 r . (9)

An estimate of the effect of strain Fig. 2. Crater in i tlO) MgO surface due to
hardening may be made by assuming that p impact at 118 i s

- 1 .
varies according to (14)

n-2 A diametral profilometer trace
p . (10) through a crater in chamically polished gO

is shown in FIg. 4. The diameter is defined

where k and n are constants. It can be shown as the distance between the crater walls at
that at the end of an impact for which £ < r the original surface level (broken line), and
(7), the depth as the vertical distance from this

1 2 level to the lowev;t point In the crater.
-n 2 Trace directions were <100:- on (100) and O110)
L 4 V) surfaces and <211, on (111) surfaces in all

cases.
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E .3 i

"-2

Impact Vclocity/m S-
1

! Fig. 6. Variation of crater depth with impact
velocity for (1001 MgO surfaces.

Fig. 3. Crater in a {1111 MgO surface due to 25

impact at 168 1 s
-
1
.

.20

E0 0oE(010)

.05-

11-) 161 - I
"

('0 Do, 200 30 0

Impoct Velocty/m $-I

Fig. 4. Diametral trace through an impact
crater in a (1001 bMgO surface. Fig. 7. Variation of crater volume with

impact velocity for iO0} MgO surfaces.

The variations with inpact velocity
of crater diameter, deptIh and volume for Functions of the form
chemically polished {00} MgO surfaces are 2
shown in Figs. 5-7. Similar data were ob- ml = Am

v 
, (12)

tained for {ii0 and {1111 oriented MgO o
specimens and for LiF specimens of the same where m is the mass loss and A is a constant,
three orientations. Because elastic recovery were fitted to the experimental mass loss
was negligible in NgO but resulted in a net d
reduction of crater diameter relative to depth
in LiF, the dynamic hardnesses of these mate-
rials were calculated from diameters and '

depths, respectively. The substantial scatter

in the data precluded identification of any

definitive variation of dynamic hardness with E
S6.

impact velocity.
00

14 4

1.2- 2-

I. 0 800 200 00 400
Impact Voloc-ty/m 

1

as 08

Fig. B. Variation of mass loss with impact
- 0 velocity for chemically polished (1001 MgO
S04 surfaces.

02!
The experimental results for MgO and

00 200 300 400 LiF are summarized In Tables 2 and 3, respec-
impact VIo0C.1/m S' tively, which include static Meyer-Vickers

hardness t * and Meyer ball hardness Mh (15)

Fig. 5. Variation of crater diameter with values for comparison. These parameters, like
impact velocity for (100) MgO surfaces, the dynamic hardness, are calculated In terms

of the projected rather than the actual con-
tact area.

Mv - VIIN/0.927
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Table 2. Sumary of results for MgO 1Yoi

Orien- P/ 2 
2 111/ 3

MV/ 2  A
La tion kg Mill kg nuir-2 kg nun 111

2
, 2

4(100} 11030±180 185±23 995±24 2. 0xlO
- 6

5{i00}1170240 213±47 1013*28 3.2x10 64{110} 131.0310 236±34 972±29 5.8x0_ 6
5{1i0) 1090-240 223±75 1014±30 7.2x10-
4{I11) 1860'470 329±59 999±20 4.0x10

-
6

1+ 1 st. dev. 250 kg load 3300 g load
4chemically polished 5mechanically polished '

Table 3. Summary of results for LIF Fig. 10. Crater in a ill0}Nisurtace due to
Impact at 305 m s -

.

Orien- P/ / MV 2  A
tation kg - kgnn2 kgm- m2s2

1 1-6
{100} 483t59 97±3 124±1 2.3x0

- 6

{1101 428±56 105±7 126±2 1. 9xO-6

1111 553-106 106±3 118±3 3.7xI0

I st. dev. 20 kg load 300 g load

Figs. 9-11 show impact craters In
Ni surfaces. Craters in corresponding Al
surfaces are similar in appearance. Substan-
tial pile-up of material is apparent along
these directions perpendicular to primary
110}<110> slip traces, whilst the surface
between such directions is depressed. At -

higher velocities there is an increasing Fig. 11. Crat, r in a U1) Ni surface due to
tendency for ragged "lips" to form along the impact at 327 m s

- 1 .

raised portions of the crater rim, apparently
as a result of extrusion of material between
the particle and the strain hardened surface. A diatixtral profilomuter trace

through a crater in Ni is shown in Fig. 12.
The broken lines indicate the original sur-
face level and the outline of the spherical

particle, and show that elastic recovery
produces a net reduction in crater diameter
relative to depth. The same happens in Al,
and dynamic hardness was therefore calculated
from the depth for both metals.

one. "L.. I
"I

O

Fig. 9. Crater in a (100) N! surface due to Fig. 12. Diametral trace through an impact
Impact at -171 m s-1. crater in a (110) Ni surface.

No variation of the dynimic hard-
ness of Al with Impact velocity could be
discerned within the experimental scatter;
but for Ni there was a definite Increase with
velocity. Expressi1ons of the form of Eq. 10
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were therefore fitted to the hardness data for Table 4. Summary of results for Ni
NI, assuming that n (I) could and (ii) could
not differ from its static value. As seen2 n-2 1 2
from Figs. 13 ard 14, either at;sumption ((i) Orien- k/].g mm Mv/kgmm
solid lines, (ii) broken lines) provides a tation n dynamic static
reasonable description of the experimental
data over the limited range of crater size (00} 2.35 132 81.5 288±1
involved. Moreover, experiments on poly- (110} 2.38 178 88.2 88±5
crystalline A] over a wider size range reveal (1111 2.36 170 80.7 89±3
little difference between the dynamic and _iii} _2.36 _170 _80. __89+3

static values of n (16). H1ence, the values 1 2
of n quoted herere e those obtained from 500 g load I st. dev.
other, more prccise static spherical inden-
tation studics of the same Ni monorystals
(17). Table 5. Summary of results for Al

06

05 tation p/kg mm- 2  /kg3 - m-2

Q4 flOO) 151±7 14.6±0.5 18.9±0.5
03 -{l0} 73±28 15.9*±0.2 18.5±0.4

{111} 63±38 15.5±0.3 18.4±0.5

2 03o 1+ 1 st. dev. 210 kg load 500 g load
0.I-

0eo 0 o0 200 400 DISCUSSIONImpoWt Velocity/M 3
" 1

Erosive behaviour is highly depen-
dent on particle size (18-20), and even very

Fig. 1brittle targets undergo a transition to duc-
pact velocity for (1101 Ni surfaces, tile response, via a semi-brittle regire (21),

as the particle size decreases. Moreover.
in practical situations the larger particles

07 ,---, often can be filtered out, making semi-
brittle or ductile erosion the primary cause
of concern. Thus, experiments involving
larger particles and a semi-brittle target

0 0/ response are of relevance to the engineeringE 04- ,use of brittle ceramics.

0.3- Surface finish has been shown to

--, - significantly affect material removal in
6 02- single impact experiments with MgO; and it

therefore must have a crucial effect on incu-
0.1- bation times for multiple impact erosion,

even though exerting little influence on the
S 100 200 300 400 steady-state erosion rate. However, the

Impact Velocity/m 0-  differences seen in the orientation depen-

dence of mass loss for MgO and LiF are attri--
buted not to variations in surface finishFig. 14. Variation of crater volume with (since chemically and mechanically polished

impact velocity for {110} Ni surfaces. MgO showed the same qualitative orientation

dependence), but to differences In flow and
fracture behaviour. MgO Is more brittle than

Mass losses from both metals were LIF, and also differs in its relative ease
small (< 1O- 4g), if they occurred at all, and of cleavage on (1001 and (110) planes.
their variability was such chat it was im-
possible to resolve any velocity dependence. Dislocation etch pit studies (8)
Material removal was apparently due to separ- indicate that the differences between the
ation of metal from the extruded lips at the static and dynamic hardnesses of variously
crater rim by ductile rupture. oriented specimens of MgO are compatible with

its dislocation velocity-stress relationship
The experimental results for Ni and (22); and the different hardness anisotropies

Al are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respec- produced by spherical and pyramidal indenters
tively. are evidently due to the change in indenter

geometry (8). No evidence of slip on the
secondary (100)<110> system was found, even
though (110)<110> slip provides only two of
of the five independent slip systems required
for an arbitrary shape change (23). The
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The influence of particle properties on of velocities, It consists of a central crater, appar-
impact damage in LiF ently formed by a combination of {I 1O}( 10)

glide and modes 11 and Ill cleavage crack propaga-
In the course of a broad investigation of the lion, and a surrounding region from which material
mechanisms of solid particle erosion [I-31, the has been lost through intersection of (I 001 and
present authors have used a single-stage gas gun to { I 0} cleavage cracks with one another and with
conduct various impact experiments. In one series the free surface. This latter region encroaches
of experiments, spherical chronic steel spheres further into the central crater as the impact velocity
were fired perpendicularly against mechanically is raised.
polished {10 0} surfaces of LiF monocrystals at To characterize this damage quantitatively,
velocities ranging from 50 to 350 m sec' ; and in two kinds of measurements were made. First, mass
another series similar size WC-6% Co spheres losses were determined gravinetrically; and then
were fired at similar targets under identical condit- profilometer traces were made across each crater
ions. These experiments revealed several interesting in (100) directions at 50m intervals. Crater
differences in target response arising from the depth I (relative to the original surface) and diam-
change in particle type. This note both reports eter (in the same plane) were determined directly
these effects and suggests an explanation for their from the deepest (diametral) trace in each case.
occurrence. In addition, the impact process was modelled

The steel spheres -weighed 16.2 mg and had a by considering a rigid sphere of radius r and mass
diameter of 1.5875 mm and a Vickers Hardness in impinging normally on an ideal plastic-rigid half-
Number (VHN) -800kg mm - ; and the WC space and assuming that the pressure over the area
spheres weighed 30 ± I mg and had a diameter of of contact is uniform and has a constant value p
1.575±0.025nm and a VIIN-2000kgmm -2  (the dynamic hardness) throughout the impact
[I]. Examination of spent spheres of both kinds event [I I. Since this model implies that all of the
by surface profilometry and microscopy revealed particle kinetic energy is expended in permanently
no evidence of departure from sphericity due to deforming the target,
plastic deformation during the impact event. In
both series of experiments the targets were mech- 0()
anically polished 10fim x 10ram x 5mi slabs* where V is the crater volume and vo the impact
prepared and mounted as described in ( I I. velocity. Equation I can also be written as

The damage shown in Fig. I is typical of that rnv2
produced by either kind of sphere over a wide range P-- I/3)" (2)

.,-- The mass loss data obtained fron the two series
of impacts are shown in Fig. 2; and superimposed

1 on each set of data is a parabola of the form
. , .. .. . . . . . .n , = k, v , (3)
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where nil is the mass loss ard k tile mass loss WC as compared to steel spheres can account for
coefficient. This latter parameter, which is a the observed diffcrences in dynamic hardness.
measure of the "erosive efficiency of unit mass of The diffei ences in mass loss and dynamic hard-
impacting particles, rises from 2.3 x 10' to ness likewise cannot reasonably be attributed to
2.8x 10-6 nl- 2 sec 2 whe, the steel spheres are the greater strain and lower strain-rate resulting
replaced by those of WC. from the slower deceleration of the more massive

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding dynamic hard- WC particles over a longer tine and distance. One
ness values calculated from the measured crater reason is that the differences in strain ( 1.2x )and
depths by means of Equation 2. A straight line rep- strain rate (- 2x ) involved are too small to alter
resenting the average of the individual values has the flow stress sufficiently to account for a factor
been drawn through the data obtained from steel 2x in the dynamic hardness, and another is that
spheres, for the scatter in these data precludes decreasing the strain rate and increasing the strain
identification of any clear velocity dependence of have opposite effects on the flow and fracture
the dynamic hardness; but the curve fitted to the of a semi-brittle solid such as LiF. Specifically,
data from the experiments with WC spheres decreasing the strain rate tends to favour flow over
assumes a power function dependence of dynanic fracture, whereas increasing the strain produces
hardness on impact velocity. The remarkable fea- more blocked slip bands capable of nucleating
ture of these results is that the dynamic hardness is cracks.
independent of impact velocity and equal to It therefore seems that the greater mass loss and
483 ± 59* kg mnm 2 when steel particles are used, dynamic hardness valuos produced by the WC
but decreasesasymptotically vith increasing impact spheres stem from their greater elastic ris-match
velocity to less than half this value when WC par- vith the target and their rougher surfaces (which
ticles are employed. It may be seen from these should result in a higher coefficient of friction in
data that WC spheres produce larger craters and the contact region). Since these factorspresunably
smaller dynamic hardnesses than do steel ones of influence the present Boussinesq stiess field in
the same kinetic energy. much the same manner as they affect the I lertzian

It was also discovered from the accompanying stress field [4, 51, they will tend to inciease the
surface proflometry measurements that post- extent of the annular region around the contact
impact elastic recovery of the tai get in general leads area in which radial tensile stresses act and from
to a proportionally greater reduction in crater dia- which material is lost (Fig. I). Ilence. it is suggested
meter than depth. The effect of such recovery is, that the greater material loss occurs because tile
therefore, to reduce the crater dimensions arid increased size of the region in which tensile stresses
increase the apparent dynamic hardness; but it is act results in propagation of more surface flaws,
unlikely that the slight differences in the extent of and that this greater loss leads to a lower dynamnic
such ccovery-induced phenomena produced by hardness by reducing the lateral elastic constraints

on the process of crater formation.
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The central region of the calcium oxide- this system and attempts to rationalize the results
gallium oxide system obtained and those already published.

Mixtures of calcium carbonate and gallium

During attempts to grow single crystal calcium oxide of the highest commercially available
gallate (CaGa 204) from the melt using the quality, wkith a total metallic impurity content
Czochralski technique, it became necessary to about lOppm, were made in the range 35 to
check the phase diagram in the region of the con- 65mrol% Ga203, sixteen mixtures in all. Each
pound, CaGaO 4 since different authors have sample was subsequently placed in a differential
variously assigned to this mole ratio, no compound thermal analysis (DTA) unit heated until molten
[1], two compounds [2], and three compounds and then cooled. The temperature was then
131, nominally all with the formula CaGa 2 0 4 . recycled and a DTA trace obtained, the heating
This communication describes investigations on and cooling rate being 100 Crnn -'. The samples
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BASIC MECHANISMS OF EROSION IN CERAMICS

D. G. RICKERBY, B. N. PRAMILA BAI AND N. H. MACMILILAN

Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, PA 16802 (USA)

ABSTRACT

Erosion by solid particle impact constitutes a serious problem in turbines in

electrical power stations, in aero engines, and in any situation where rapidly

moving machine parts encounter dust-laden environments. The successful utilization

of ceramic materials in components of such systems requires, therefore, an under-

standing of the fundamental mechanisms of erosion and the material properties

which govern them. These mechanisms are being studied, at the most basic level,

by impacting single particles against moioctstalline specimens of LiF and MgO.

It has been found that erosive mass loss is related to the kinetic energy of the

impacting particle and to the crystallographic orientation of the specimen, but

does not correlate well with either static or dynamic hardness. The implications

of these findings with respect to multiple impact erosion of polycrystalline

materials are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Erosive wear of materials by solid particle impingement is a significant

problem in power turbines, aero engines, compressors, and various other instances

where particle impact occurs at high velocities (ref. 1). Hence, because it is

envisaged that the next generation of power and automotive turbines and coal

conversion systems, in particular, will make extensive use of ceramic components,

it is essential that the erosive behaviour of such materials should be understood.

However, although there exists a great deal of empirical data on erosion, little

is known about the basic mechanisms of material removal involved (refs. 1, 2).

The work described here is part of a wider program to elucidate these mechanisms

for both ceramics and metals, biit the present discussion is limited to the former

materials.

Systematic study of the basic erosive processes is aided by the reduction of

the number of experimental variablos to a mtnimum. Thus, to avoid such compli-

cations as grain size effects anl variation in particle shape and Orientatlon,
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experimental work was limited to single Impacts of spherical particles against

carefully orieited and polished monocrystallinc surfaces. Single impact studies

have proved valuable In previous investigations of erosive mechanisms in metals

(refs. 3-5); and it has also been pointed out that spherical particles provide a

reasonable simulation of many of the impacts occurring during erosion by a stream

of irregularly shaped particles (refs. 5, 6). An analytical solution to the

equation of motion of an incident spherical particle is only possible if the impact

direction is normal to the target surface. Experimental work was therefore con-

fined to normal impacts on surfaces of three different crystallographic orientations.

EXPERI MENTAL

Specimens were prepared by cleaving and cutting MgO and LiF single crystals into

approximately 10 mm x 10 mm x 5 mm slabs, with their largest faces oriented parallel

to {100}, U110} or (111}. These were successively ground on wet 240, 320, 400

and 600 grit SiC papers, and then mr-chanically polished on a cloth-covered wheel

using aqueous slurries of 1, 0.3 and 0.05 1im alumina. In order to investigate

the effect of surface finish, and to allow dislocation etch pit studies to be

performed, some of the MgO specimens were given an additional chemical polish in

boiling aqueous 3 PO4 to which a small amount of concentrated II 2SO4 or HNO 3 had

been added (refs. 7-9). To facilitate handling, the polished specimens were flush-

mounted in standard-sized cylinders of a self-curing resin. Subsequent Laue X-ray

studies showed that the polished surfaces typically were within 2' of their

nominal orientations.

Because impurities are known to affect dislocation mobility in ionic crystals

(ref. 10), semi-quantitative spectrochemical analyses were performed on several

samples of both LiF and 11gO. The results of these tests are summarized in Table ].

TABLE 1

Spectrocbemical analyses of MgO and LiF crystals

Impurity element Concentration (ppm)

MgO LiF

Ca 100-200 100-200
Al 40-1.00 40
Mn 50 -

Fe 100-200 100
Si 50 50
Ti 20 -

Mg - 2-5
Cu - 5-20
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A 16 mn bore nitrogen gas gun. similar in design to that described by Hutchings

and Winter (ref. it), was used to fire erosive particles at the targets. The

partic les were mounted in nylon sabots. from which they were separated at the end

of the. barrel by means of an anuln steel muzzle block. Sabot velocities were

Imeasured at the muzzle with an accuracy ± 17. by ieins of a photoelectric time-

,1-1 l ight system, and were reproducible to better than ± 5% at all firing

pressures used.

,, types of parti,'los were is ,d: hardened steel spheres of diameter 1.59 mm

.111d weight 16.2 mg, iand I;C-6(: co sphe-res of diameter 1.58 mm and weight 30 ± I. mg.
-'I

lh. Vickers Hardn-s.s Ntumbers (VA!N) of these particles were s , 800 kg mm- and
-2

2.oo kg rmi , r spei tively. ' i . harder partieles were used in the experiments

wiith Mg) in order to minimize the effect of pl;istic deformation of the spheres

r, f. 12), but the experiments on Ii F were carried out with steel particles

X, hisively.
-1

Experiments were performed over the velocity range 50 - 350 m s , and mas

',ss s were determined by weighing specimens immediately before and after impact.

in addition, cross-sectional traces through the craters at equidistant (50 pm)

intervals were obtained by surface proflo aetry. A composite topographical map

prduced by this technique is shown in Fig. I. Crater volumes were measured by

d,'termining the area below dhe original surface level for each trace and then

,vpplyini the trapezoidal rule. Crnter depths and diameters were determined from

the traces corresponding to diaMetral sectio[s in each case.

,oo. . of oo

II: 1. Profilometer map of an impact c:rater in ?IgO.
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THEORE'|ICAT, I PACT TIODEL

Consider a rigid sphere of radius r and mass m impinging normally on an Ideal

plastic-rigid half-space. it is assumed thai the pressure over the area of contact

is uniform and has a constant value p (the dynamic hardness) throughout the entire

impact (refs. 12, 13). Instantaneously, the situation is as shown in Fig. 2:

the sphere is moving with a velocity v against a resistive force P, the radius of
2

contact is a, and the depth of penetration is y. It follows that 1 = 11a p, and

that the equation of motion of the particle is

my = - 7ia p. (1)

It can be shown that the solution of this equation is

v2 Vo 2r (ry
2 

- y3/3), (2)

where v is the initial impact velocity. If the particle comes to rest at

y = , then

mv

P . . . 2 . . , (3)
2s, (r- /3)

where tht telation betw-en 9, and the crater diameter d is

Q = r - (r 2 
- d2 /4). (4)

This model assumes that there is neither deformation of the spherical particle

during the impact nor elastic recovery of the deformed surface afterwards, and

that strain hardening effects are negligible.

Eqn. 3 can be rewritten

I 2
pv = -sv (5)

where V is the crater voInme. This expression represents a statement of the

energy balance implicit In the model - namely, that all the kinetic energy of

the particle is expended in plastically deforming the target. Eqn. 3 can also

be rearranged to give

2r iv
- 2 ?1,- -r-- I (6)

2

_7- :
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V

0

iv.'. 2. Schematic diagram of the impact event.

!rom which Z may be calculated by an iterative process starting from

2flmv
0 

- -

* (7)

.wi ki can then be calculated from 9. by rearranging Eqn. 4 as

2d 2 (2rt - Z) . (8)

It has been shown (ref. 12) that a "representative value" of the strain E in

Iht comples strain field around a spherical indentation is

I - 0.1 d/r . (9)

A\ ., for purely plastic behaviour, the impact duration t is independent of

p.article velocity, and is given by (refs. 12, 13)

( m
-,Tpr)(10)

I;v cornbin ing Eqns. 9 and 10 and then using Fqn. 7 it follows that the mean strain

Ilt c Wn, t the impact is

dv
,v 0.16d (P,) " 0.64 -r--" (n)

tin ii
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5 -1In the present work, typical values of t and C were % 1gm and % Os , respec-

tively.

RESULTS

MgO specimens

Scanning electron mLcrographs of damage restilting from single impacts of WC

sph res against chemically polished MgO surfaces are shown in Figs. 3-5. In each

case the central crater is surrounded by a complex zone of brittle fracture

arising from intersecting {1001 and {11 cleavage cracks. It is clear that the

mode of material removal is highly dependent on crystallographic orientation and

can be rationalized in terms of the orientations of the primary and secondary

cleavage planes relative to the target surface (ref. 14).

-fi

Fig. 3. Crater formed in a (100) MVg0 surface by an impact at 204 m s-.

A typical profilometer trace throug~h a daerlsection of a crater Is

illustrated In Fig. 6. The diameter Is defined] as the distance between the

crater walls at the level of uhie original surface (indicated by the broken line),

.adthe depth ats the vert ical distance fromt this level to the deepest point in

the crater. The trace directions wore <100' on f1001 and (1101 surfaces and

<2]11 on {1111 surfaces In all cases. At higher impact velocities the surrounding

eroded region encroached upon the crater rim, tebyimposing antiprvlcy

limit on the measurement of crater dimensions.
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Fig. 4. Crater formed in a (1101 MgO surface by an impact at 118 m s-1.

g 5. C e.. a {

Fig. 5. Crater formed in a (II} "!gO surface by an impact at 168 mn a-
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IOOjm L20Om 10ol

(100) 161m s- 1

Fig. 6. Diametral trace through an impact crater in a {100) MgO surface.

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the variation with impact velocity of the crater diameter,

depth and volume, respectively, for chemically polished {100} Mr.O surfaces. Similar

data were obtained for the other two orientations, and for specimens with a

mechanical polish only. A value of the dynamic hardness was calculated from each

measured crater diameter by means of Eqns. 3 and 4. No definitive variation of

the dynamic hardness with velocity was observed, although considerable scatter

existed in the data. Thus, a mean value of dynamic hardness was calculated from

each set of data; and this was used with Eqns. 5-8 to determine the theoretical

crater geometry. The close correspondence between the theoretical lines and the

experimental data in Figs. 7-9 indicates that the assumptions made in deriving

the model were reasonable.

Regression analyses Vere performed on all sets of mass loss data in order to

fit functions of the form

ma kmv 2 (12)

where m1 is the mass loss and k is a constant. A typical example is shown in

Fig. 10. The reasonably good fits obtained In all cases confirm the hypothesis

that, for a single impact, the mass loss is directly proportional to the particle

kinetic energy.
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Fig. 10. Variation of mass loss with impact velocity for chemically polished
(1001 MgO surfaces.

The results of all experiments performed on HgO are summarized in Table 2.

Corresponding data for the quasi-static Meyer-Vickers hardness Hv and the Meyer
ball hardness M. (ref. 15) are also listed for comparison. M was measured at

M - VHN/0.927.V
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a load if 300 g; and MB was determined using the WC spheres and a load of 50 kg,

which produced indentations comparable in size to those formed by impacts at

100 m s
- 

. These particular indicators of static hardness were selected because,

like the dynamic hardness, they are calculated in terms of the projected rather

than the actual area of contact.

TABLE 2

Summary of experimental results for MgO

Orientation Polish p/kg mm
- 2  Mv/kg mm

- 2 
H /kg mm

-2  k/m2 s
2

*B

(100) chemical 1030 ± 180 995 ± 24 185 ± 23 2.02 x 10-6
(100) mechanical 1170 ± 240 1013 ± 28 213 ± 47 3.17 x 106
(110) chemical 1310 ± 310 972 ± 29 236 ± 34 5.80 x 10_6

(110) mechanical 1090 ± 240 1014 ± 30 223 ± 75 7.18 % 0_6

{Ili} chemical 1860 ± 470 999 ± 20 329 ± 59 3.96 1 10 6

± t. dev.

LiF specimens

The overall appearance of impact damage in LiF was essentially similar to that

in MgO. However, quantitative measurements indicated certain differences. In

particular, noticeable elastic recovery occurred in LiF, especially in the deeper

craters. This effect was most pronounced for (1111 surfaces. Fig. 11 shows a

diametral profile through a crater in such a surface superimposed on an outline

(broken curve) of the spherical particle. There is a net reduction in the crater

diameter relative to the depth, which is the reverse of the effect reported by

other workers (refs. 12, 16) in somewhat shallower quasi-static indentations.

Because elastic recovery evidently affected the crater diameter more than the

depth in LiF, dynamic hardness calculations were based on the latter dimensions.

Experimental data for crater depths and diameters on {1111 surfaces are presented

in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The measured crater diameters tend to be

smaller than those predicted theoretically using the mean dynamic hardness.

Similar results were obtained for (1001 and (110) surfaces, although the dis-

crepancies were less because the effect of elastic recovery was smaller.

Table 3 provides a summary of the relevant dynamic and quasi-static hardness

data, and lists the mass loss coefficients for each surface investigated. The

load used to determine Hv was again 300 g, hut that used in the measurement of

MB was reduced to 20 kg in order to produce indentations of similar geometry to

those made in MgO.
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g. 11. Diametral trace through an impact crater in a (111} LiF surface.
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Fig. 13. Variation of crater diameter with impact velocity for {111) LiF surfaces.

TABLE 3

Summary of experimental results for LiF

-2 / m2 m-
2  

-2 -2
Orientation Polish p/kg mm tiv/kgmm- B/kgmm k/m-s

-6
{I00} mechanical 483 - 59 124 ± 1 97 ± 3 2.30 x 10

-
6

{II0} mechanical 428 ± 56 126 ± 2 105 ± 7 1.93 x 10- 6
{III1 mechanical 553 ± 106 118 ± 3 106 ± 3 3.65 x 10

-

DISCUSS ION

Erosive behaviour has generally been characterized as either "brittle" or

"ductile" (ref. 17). This nomenclature is somewhat misleading, however, because

it is based on the variation of erosion with angle of impingement rather than on

the nature of the material removal processes, and even a very brittle substance

undergoes a transition from "brittle" to "ductile" erosion behaviour as the

particle size is reduced (ref. 18). Moreover, this transition really represents

a change from brittle to ductile behaviour via a semi-hrittle regime (ref. 19) -

i.e., there is an increasing relative contribution of flow versus fracture to the

overall deformation as the particle size decreases.

Brittle structural ceramics are primarily exposed to erosion by small particles

(<100 ;im, say), because these are the ones that are most difficult to filter from

a gas stream; and therefore most practical erosive situations will Involve semi-

brittle or even ductile hehavio,r (refs. 20, 21). Thus, the present experiments

involving large erosive particles and semi-brittle target response are of relevance

to more brittle ceramics in practical engineering applications.
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That there exist significant differences between ductile and send-brittle

erosion is emphasiJz d by the lack of correlation between hardness and mass loss

In the present experiments. In contrast, the VIIN has been found to he a reason-

able indicator of relative ductile erosion behnviour for many, though not all,

annealed metals (ref. 1). Some discrepancies ilmy arise from differences in

strain and strain rate hardening effects associated with different indenter

geometries and loading rates, respectively. It was in order to eliminate the

influence of such effects that static and dynamic spherical indentation hardnesses

were measured in addition to the Meyer-Vickers hardness. Despite this, no general

correlation was found between mass loss and any of these parameters, Thus,

although both the crater volume and the mass loss for a single impact are propor-

tional to the particle kinetic energy, the dynamic hardness represents the constant

of proportionality in the former case but bears no obvious connection with the

latter.

Surface finish has been shown to exert a significant effect on the amount of

material removed from a pristine MgO surface by a single impact; and it would

therefore be expected to be a crucial factor in determining the incubation period

iii multiple impact erosion, but to have little effect on the final (steady state)

erosion rate. The differences in the orientation dependence of single impact

mass loss for MgO and LiF are attributed not to differences in surface finish

(since mechanically polished and chemically polished (1001 and (110} MgO surfaces

showed qualitatively similar orientation dependences), but to differences in the

flow and fracture behaviour in the two materials. MgO is more brittle than liF,

and there is also a difference betwcen the two in the relative ease of cleavage

on (1001 and (110) planes.

The relatively greater anisotropy observed in both the static and dynamic

spherical indentation hardnesses as compared to the Meyer-Vickers hardness is

apparently due to the change in indenter geometry. The primary slip system is

(1101<1TO> for both crystals. Consequently, a <11l> uniaxial stress will produce

zero critical resolved shear stress on this system (ref. 22), unlike similir

stresses acting parallel to <1001 or <110>. Hence, use of a blunt spherical

indenter, which in the early stages of contact will exert relatively greater

compressive stresses and smaller shear stresses than a "sharper" pyramidal

indenter, results in a pronounced hardness maximum on (1111 surfaces.

Etching MgO specimens with boiling concentrated HNO3 (ref. 7) revealed dis-

location etch pit arrays similar to those reported for dynamic indentations in

NaCl (ref. 23). No evidence of slip on the secondary (00l1<lY0O> system was

found, even though {ll0)<lTO' slip provides only two of the five independent

slip systems required to produce al arbitrary shape change (ref. 24). The

additional deformation capability appears to be supplied by mode II and III
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extension of (1001 and (110} cleavage cracks. The differences between the static
-3 -1and dynamic spherical indentation hardnesses (measured at C ' 10- s and

10 5s 
-1

, respectively) may be accounted for in terms of the known dislocation

velocity-stress relationship for MgO (ref. 25). Extrapolation of these data,

using dislocation velocities calculated from the maximum extent of the etch pit

arrays, indicates that stresses beneath the indenter would have to be increased

by factors comparable to the observed ratio of static to dynamic hardness (ref. 1,

A few relatively long cleavage cracks penetrated into the bulk of the crystals.

On {100} surfaces (see fig. 14) these were similar in appearance to the median

vent and subsurface lateral cracks formed under a sharp indenter in brittle

materials (ref. 19). This phenomenon resulted from the particular orientation

of the (100) cleavage planes relative to the surface; and in general such cracks

occurred along cleavage planes rather than in directions determined by the stress

trajectories beneath the indentation and the singularities in the indenter

geometry, which is the case for amorphous materials and sharp indenters. In

either event, it is clear that, although such severe cracks little influence

material removal in a single impact, they will greatly enhance the rate of

removal during subsequent impacts. Consequently, the velocity exponent for

multiple impact erosion is substantially greater than two for materials in which

the semi-brittle erosive mode is operating (ref. 1).

I. ' :.G

(100
I.,- , . '-;

1mm [010]

Fig. 14. Subsurface lateral cracking under a 186 m s
-
1 impact crater in a

(1001 MgO surface.
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Finally, it has been proposed that erosion may be related to thermal propertIv!;

(refs. 26, 27). The melting points of MgO and LiF are rather different (2800°C

and 845C, respectively), but no differences in erosion behaviour were observed

which could be attributed to this fact. The lack of secondary slip, which would

presumably occur if temperatures were above 600C (ref. 22) within a significant

volume, indicates that adiabatic heating effects are relatively localized. The

appearance of detached material and of the surface damage is consistent with

cleavage failure, in that sharp edges are seen, whereas melting would be expected

to produce more rounded debris. It is therefore concluded that melting of the

material contributes negligibly to semi-brittle erosive mechanisms.
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Summary

A rotating arm apparatus was used to study the erosion of polycrystal-
line aluminum by 1.58 mm diameter WC-6% Co spheres impinging at
normal incidence. Dynamic hardness values were obtained from measure-
ments of the impact craters and compared with corresponding quasi-static
values. In addition, material removal was monitored gravimetrically, and
quantitative information was obtained on threshold and incubation phenom-
ena and steady state erosion behavior. The variation of the velocity depen-
dence of erosion with the number of particle impacts was derived from these
data. Supporting scanning electron microscope studies suggest that the mech-
anism of material removal responsible for ductile erosion at near normal
incidence is somewhat different from that which operates at shallower
angles. The similarities and differences between these mechanisms are
discussed, and it is suggested that together they account for the character-
istic variation of ductile erosion with angle of impingement.

1. Introduction

The erosive wear of materials by repeated solid particle impingement is
as yet incompletely understood. The literature contains an ever increasing
amount of empirical data on the subject but relatively little conclusive infor-
mation about mechanisms [11. However, single impact studies on metals
have suggested several possible mechanisms for the removal of material from
ductile targets [2 - 5J . Furthermore, it has been shown that spherical
particles can provide a reasonable simulation of the majority of impacts
occurring during erosion by typical equiaxed, but irregularly shaped, particles
15, 61. It is nevertheless apparent that single impact experiments alone can-
not provide a complete understanding of erosion in ductile materials. In
particular, a single impact at normal incidence on a pristine target surface
produces negligible material removal, at least at lower velocities, whereas
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substantial loss occurs as a result of multiple impacts under otherwise similar
conditions.

It has been discovered empirically that erosion, which is defined as the
mass of material removed per unit mass of impinging particles, can generally
be described by a power function of the impact velocity [1], with the
velocity exponent lying between 2.0 and 3.4 for metals, depending on the
particular experimental conditions involved [7 - 11]. A value of exactly 2
might be anticipated from simple energetic considerations, and Finnie [7,
121 and others [13 - 15] have proposed theories of ductile erosion which
predict just such a result. It has also been suggested that the larger exponents
often found in practice are due to some size effect arising from an increase in
the effective flow stress of the target as the stressed volume decreases [8].

Numerous attempts have been made to correlate erosion with various
mechanical and/or physical properties of the target material [11, and the
Vickers hardness number (VHN) has been shown to give a reasonable indica-
tion of the relative erosion resistance of many, but not all, annealed metals
[8]. However, like any indentation hardness parameter, VHN is both strain
and strain rate dependent [161, and this may account for some of the
discrepancies. It is therefore of interest to measure the hardness under condi-
tions which more closely approach those obtaining during erosion. This is
most easily done by using spherical particles, for this allows impact at normal
incidence to be modelled analytically and the dynamic hardness to be
calculated directly.

2. Experimental

A schematic diagram of the erosion apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The
specimen is mounted near one end of a counter-balanced rotor arm inside a
steel tank which can be evacuated to about 1 Torr by means of a rotary
vacuum pump. The arm itself is a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy tube of length
0.25 in, wall thickness 2,1 mm, and outside diameter 19 mm, and is balanced
for high speed operation by mounting a dummy specimen at the opposite
end to the real one. A 1 hp electric motor rotates the arm at a speed
controlled by a rheostat and continuously monitored by a photoelectric
tachometer. Figure 2 shows the shaft speeds attained at different applied
voltages for tank pressures of 1 atm and about 1 -orr. The distance from the
centre of the shaft to the centre of each specimen is 0.115 m, and thus the
nominal specimen velocity is 0.72 f, where f is the frequency of rotation. A
stream of erosive particles falls vertically into the path of the specimen from
a gravity feed system consisting of a 2 m long, 12.5 mm X 2.5 mm rectangular
cross-section chutc supplied from a sealed hopper. This design ensures that
the falling particles form a more or less planar array parallel to the face of the
oncoming specimen. In the present work, the particles used were 1.58 mm
diameter WC-6% Co spheres having a mass of about 30 mg and a VIN of
about 2000 kgf mm 2. These are sufficiently massive that their motion is rel-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the rotating arm erosion apparatus.

atively little affected by aerodynamic influences at low specimen velocities.
For convenience, therefore, the apparatus was only evacuated when working
at specimen velocities greater than 80 m s-.

This sort of rotating arm apparatus offers substantial advantages over

the types of equipment in which the erosive particles are transported
towards a stationary target by high velocity gas streams [9]. For example,
impact velocities can be more easily and precisely defined, and uncertainties
about the effect of eddying of the gas flow around the target on particle
trajectories are eliminated. More important from the present point of view,
however, is the capability for introducing small numbers of particles in a
controlled manner.

In order to interpret the experimental data, it is necessary to know the
ratio of the number of impacts Ni to the ntu mber of particles Np admitted to
the apparatus. Suppose, therefore, that the particles are falling vertically with
a uniform velocity u and that the cross-sectional radii of the arm and the
specimen are A and R, respectively. Then, if the width of the particle stream
is 2R, the requisite ratio is given by

N _ irfR u-=- f < (1)
N, 2u 2(A + R)

or
N fR(ir - 0 + 1 sin 20) U

-- 2 f > (2)
Np 2u 2(A + R)

where

0 Cos-, (u/f) -2A
2R
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The experimentally determined values of N, IN, are plotted in Fig. 3, and
SUperiml)osed on these data are (i) a broken line indicating the variation
predicted by the above equations from the photographically measured mean
vertical particle velocity of about 3 in s-' and (ii) a solid line representing
the theoretical variation multiplied by an experimentally determined factor
of 0.84 to allow for the finite size of the particles and the fact that some fall
outside the idealized parallel-sided stream.

0.4-

• ,03 /,- ;.. .. * ,

.oo-

0 0 200

PV4d P.0 .../ot. Shof SPW/,.

Fig. 2. Dependence of shaft speed on the voltage applied to the motor: 0, 1 Tort; 0, 1 atm.

Fig. 3. Ratio of number of impacts to number of particles entering the apparatus us.
shaft speed.

The specimens were 15 mm long, 12.5 mm diameter cylinders
prepared from a cast ingot of 99.9% pure aluminum having an average grain
size of about 4 -5 mm and a VHN of 24 ± 1 kgf mm - 2 . Their surfaces were
rough ground on wet SiC paper and then polished on cloth-covered wheels
using a series of aqueous slurries of successively finer A1203 particles down
to 0.05 pm in size. Finally, each specimen (which weighed about 5 g) was
weighed on a precision balance to ±10jpg.

Each specimen was eroded incrementally at some selected impact
velocity for long enough to establish steady state behavior and was removed
from the apparatus for weighing and examination in the scanning electron
microscope after each increment. On replacement in the apparatus, the
specimens were rotated through approximately 900 in an attempt to cancel
out as far as possible any effects arising from the small horizontal velocity
and vertical particle concentration gradients existing across their faces. Only
very few impacts were produced in the first increment at each velocity, so
that surface profilometer studies could be carried out on the individual
impact craters before they began to overlap. These studies provided series of
traces at 50 pm intervals from which the crater dimensions were determined.

3. Theoretical

Suppose that a rigid spherical particle of radius r and mass m impinges
at normal incidence on an ideal plastic-rigid half-space, and assume that the

Llo
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pressure over the area of contact is uniform and has a constant value p (the
dynamic hardness) throughout the entire impact 116, 171. Then, by solving
the equation of motion of the particle [18], it can be shown that

m 0 (3)

2P 12 (r -1/3)

where vo is the initial impact velocity and I is the depth of penetration when
the particle comes to rest. It is implicit in this model that there is neither de-
formation of the particle nor elastic recovery of the crater. Thus, all the
kinetic energy of the particle is expended in permanently deforming the
target, and eqn. (3) can ,also be written in the form

2V = m 0 (4 )

where V is the crater volume. Rearranging eqn. (3) gives

27p(r - 1/3)(5

from which I can be calculated iteratively by initially neglecting the 1/3 term
on the right-hand side. It also follows that the crater diameter d is related to
I by

d = 2(2r/- 12 ) 1
/
2  (6)

An order of magnitude estimate of the plastic strain rate e" during the
impact event can be made by combining expressions for the representative
strain in the complex strain field around the indentation [161 and the
impact duration [16, 17]. This gives [18]

i 0.064 --dv° (7)

from which the dynamic strain rates in the present work were estimated to
be about 10' s-1.

As it stands, the preceding analysis takes no account of the effect of
strain hardening. However, for static indentations in materials which strain
harden, it has been found empirically that Meyer's law [19] is widely
obeyed. This law states that

p = kd"-2  (8)
where n and k are constants. If it is assumed that a relation of similar form
applies under dynamic conditions, it can be shown [16] that

P -4) 2 Vo0 (9)

at the end of the impact. Since n typically lies between 2 and 2.5, the differ-
ence between the values of p obtained from eqns. (4) and (9) is about 10% at
most. It follows that the previous analysis can still be used when strain
hardening occurs, provided that it is recognized that the value of p calculated
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thereby underestimates the actual end values of the dynamic hardness by a
factor (n + 2)/4.

4. Results

A typical diametral profilometer trace through an isolated impact crater
is shown in Fig. 4. Measurements of crater depths relative to the original sur-
face level (broken line) were made directly from such traces, and the corre-
sponding crater volumes were determined by first measuring the areas below
this same level for the complete set of parallel traces through each crater and
then applying the trapezoidal rule. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively.

Dynamic hardness values were calculated from the measured crater
depths, rather than from the diameters as is usual in static experiments, for
two reasons. Firstly, it was more difficult to define the diameter unequivocal-
ly than the depth because of the displacement of the surface immediately
outside the crater (see Fig. 4); and secondly, previous measurements of both
dynamic [201 and static [211 indentations indicate that elastic recovery
tendsto reduce the diameter relative to the depth at large penetrations. This
effect is the reverse of that reported for proportionally shallower static

.250Oim

200p=m 101 m $-1

Fig. 4. Diametral trace through an impact crater.
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Fig. 5. Variation of crater depth with impact velocity.

Fig. 6. Variation of crater volume with impact velocity.
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indentations made by somewhat larger spheres 116] and has been discussed
elsewhere 1211. The dynamic hardness values obtained in this fashion are
plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of crater diameter as calculated from crater
depth by means of eqn. (6), together with the corresponding quasi-static
Meyer hardness data f 16, 19]. These latter measurements were made at a
strain rate of about 10-3 s- , and the indentation diameters were measured
directly by means of an optical microscope fitted with a micrometer eye-
piece. These data reveal the Meyer index n to be 2.21 and 2.24 under static
and dynamic conditions, respectively, indicating that the strain-harden-
ing properties of aluminum are little influenced by increasing the strain rate
by eight orders of magnitude.

I I I I I

E 50-
0

-40- 0 0
0

2 0
c30-

0

-20 0

-.

i0.1 I I I i t i

1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5

Indentotion Diameter/mm

Fig. 7. Variation of static and dynamic hardness with size of impression: o, dynamic;
0, static.

The inception and evolution of the process of erosion are illustrated by
the six scanning electron micrographs comprising Fig. 8. At first (Fig. 8(a)),
impacts are scattered and essentially independent of one another; but as
more impacts occur (Fig. 8(b)), craters begin to overlap, producing a distinc-
tive "ridging" in regions where material has been highly strained as a result
of more than one impact. As the number of craters continues to increase
(Fig. 8(c)), such regions are further strained by additional impacts until metal
begins to extrude in the form of thin platelets (Fig. 8(d)), the occasional
ductile failure of which causes the first material removal. Further impacts
increase the number of these platelets (Fig. 8(e)), thereby increasing the
extent of material removal until a steady state condition is attained
(Fig. 8(f)). Thereafter there is no further change in the overall appearance of
the surface, and the erosion remains constant. It should be noted that the
particular surface illustrated was subjected to relatively low velocity impacts,
and that the various deformation regimes become less clearly defined at
higher impact velocities. Under such conditions even a single pair of over-
lapping craters may produce material removal.
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Fig. 8. Evolution ol erosive damage de to repeated impacts at 54 m s- .The numbers
indicate the cumnulative number of impacts on the specimen.

The appearances of surfaces characteristic of the linear erosion

regime for different impact velocities are illustrated in Fig. 9. As the velocity

increases, not only does crater size increase but also the extent of the regions

over which deformation leads to extrusion of platelets of metal. Whereas at
lower impact velocities platelets are small and scattered, and occur in rela-
tively few of the regions of crater overlap, at higher velocities the regions
between craters consist of multiple platelets of much greater size.

The data obtained from the mass loss measurements are presented in
Fig. 10. Each set of data is characterized by (i) a threshold number of
impacts below which material removal is negligible, (ii) a succeeding incuba-
tion region over which erosion increases with increasing numbers of impacts,
and finally (iii) a linear erosion regime. Curves were fitted to the data in the
incubation region by assuming power function relations of the form where

-- ---
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where a and a are constants. More generally, however, a and a are dependent
on the post-threshold number of impacts N - No, and the value of the
velocity exponent a appropriate to a particular value of Ni -- No must be
obtained by first using eqn. (11) to evaluate E at that value for each impact
velocity in turn and then fitting a power function of v0o to the resultant
values of E. The example shown in Fig. 12 represents the situation after a
sufficiently large number of impacts that the erosion is linear at all impact
velocities investigated and gives the velocity exponent as 3.3. Finally, Fig. 13

0

i0
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0

2 -4 70

110 103

Impoct Velocity/m 9-'

Fig. 12. Variation of erosion in the linear regime with impact velocity.
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Fig. 13. Variation of velocity exponent with number of impacts.
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shows the variation of the velocity exponent with the post-threshold number
of impacts, as determined by performing similar calculations for a range of
values of Ni -No. It is apparent that the exponent decreases with increasing
numbers of impacts and approaches asymptotically the value of 3.3 obtained
when the erosion is linear at all impact velocities.

5. Discussion

The experimental evidence indicates that the ductile erosion mechanism
operative when spherical particles impact in a direction normal to the stir-
face is rather different from that which operates for oblique impingement.
For single, independent impacts there was no evidence at any velocity of the
sort of lip formation at the crater rim seen in oblique incidence experiments
[3 - 51. Rather, the mechanism of material removal at normal incidence
appears to be the detachment of thin platelets of metal that are formed only
when impact craters overlap. In contrast to the lips formed by oblique
impacts, which generally are quite bulky and project above the surface level,
these platelets tend to be thinner and in many cases to lie almost parallel to
the surface.

These morphological differences may be interpreted in terms of the dif-
ferent dynamics of crater formation in the two cases. In oblique impact
there is substantial lateral displacement of material by a ploughing mode of
deformation [4, 51, which leads to the formation of a raised rim ahead of the
particle. In contrast, the deformation occurring during normal impact is more
evenly distributed around the crater, unless existing deformation from prev-
ious impacts presents a locally inclined and hardened surface to the incom-
ing particle. If sufficiently pronounced, such a perturbation can result in the
extrusion of the hardened surface material between the particle and the
softer substrate, but extensive ploughing-type deformation is precluded be-
cause the impact direction is still normal to the overall average surface.

Lip formation due to oblique impact is more pronounced in strain-
hardened specimens than in annealed specimens [3] , apparently because the
deformation due to crater formation becomes localized more quickly in
strain-hardened metals [16] ; and platelet formation presumably is similarly
dependent on the degree of strain hardening, with the result that the thresh-
old number of normal impacts required to initiate erosion is related to both
the probability of craters overlapping and the amount of strain hardening
arising from each impact. Since both of these factors increase with crater size,
there is a marked increase in the threshold number of impacts as the impact
velocity decreases. Furthermore, after the initiation of erosion, an ever-
decreasing amount of additional strain hardening takes place as subsequent
impacts harden and reduce the extent of those areas not yet fully hardened.
This process, which gradually increases the extent of platelet formation and
causes the erosion to approach asymptotically its steady state value,
manifests itself experimentally in the incubation period observed in Fig. 10.
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The velocity exponent observed in the linear erosion regime in tile
present work is substantially higher than the value of 2.26 reported by
Finnie et al. [8] for the erosion of 99% pure aluminum by SiC grit about
0.25 mm in size at an impingement angle of 200. However, velocity expo-
nents of 2.8 and 2.34 have been recorded in single-impact experiments in
which 2.3 mm diameter steel spheres impinged at a similar angle against
strain-hardened and annealed aluminum alloy surfaces, respectively [2], so it
is evident that this parameter is greatly influenced by experimental condi-
tions. It should also be noted that the type of size effects which previously
have been invoked [8] to explain velocity exponents greater than 2 cannot
explain the present results because strain hardening leads to an increase
rather than a decrease in the flow stress as the crater size increases. In addi-
tion, it is clear that the velocity exponent decreases with increasing number
of impacts because more impacts are required to strain harden the surface
fully at lower velocities and develop the erosion through its threshold and
incubation regimes to its steady state condition.

The well-known dependence of erosion on the angle of impingement
[7, 81 appears to be explicable in terms of the relative contributions of the
lip and platelet mechanisms to total material removal at different angles.
Experimentally it is found that the variation of mass loss with impingement
angle is of similar form in both single and multiple impact experiments at
relatively shallow angles [4, 5], but that the amount of material removed by
single, independent impacts is too small to account for the mass losses
produced by multiple impacts at steeper angles. Evidently, lip detachment
during individual impact events is the dominant mechanism in both the
single impact and multiple impact situations at shallower angles, and tile for-
mation and detachment of platelets as a result of interaction between succes-
sive impacts accounts for the additional mass loss observed in the multi-impact
situation at normal and near-normal incidence. In this view, erosion at inter-
mediate angles is presumably due to a combination of three mechanisms -

primary lip formation and detachment during a single im)act, secondary
removal of pre-existing lips by subsequent impacts, and detachment of
platelet ,ormed as a result of crater overlap.

In general, indentation hardness is influenced by both the strain and the
strain rate at which it is measured 116] . It is therefore of interest to discover
here that while there is little difference in the rate of strain hardening of
aluminum under static and dynamic conditions, there is an approximately
twofold increase in the hardness when the strain rate is increased from about
10 - to about 10 ' s -. Moreover, since the ratio of dynamic to static flow
stress varies considerably for different materials [ 22, 23] , it follows that a
more critical test of any correlation between hardness and erosion would
involve a hardness parameter determined under conditions which approx-
imate those occurring in the typical erosive impact.

Finally, it has been suggested that erosion may somehow be related
either individually or collectively to such thermal properties as the melting
point [241 , the coefficient of linear thermal expansion [251, or the specific
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heat [261. It is therefore worthy of note that the present experiments
provide no evidence that large-scale melting occurs. Specifically, the appear-
ance of both the eroded surface and the detached fragments of metal is
consistent with plastic deformation rather than splashing of molten material.
However, a certain amount of thermal softening may occur as a result of
adiabatic heating in a material having a melting point as low as that of
aluminum. It is therefore concluded that although adiabatic effects could
play a significant role in ductile erosion [27], the contribution due to actual
melting is negligible, at least at subsonic impact velocities.
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On the Oblique Impact of a Rigid Sphere Against a Rigid-Plastic Solid

D. G. Rickerby and N. H.' Macmillan

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802, USA

Previous workers have sought to explain the variation in crater volume

observed when hardened steel spheres impact at different angles against mild

steel plates by numerically modelling a rigid sphere striking an ideal rigid-

plastic half-space. The present note shows that the discrepancy between

experiment and their theoretical prediction from this model can be signifi-

cantly reduced by incorporating a more accurate calculation of the area of

contact into the analysis.



INTRODUCTION

In the course of their studies of solid particle erosion, Hutchings et al.1

endeavored to predict the variation of crater volume with impact angle for a

rigid sphere impinging obliquely against an ideal rigid-plastic half-space.

They used an iterative numerical procedure to solve the equation of motion of

the sphere and compute the volume it sweeps out during the impact event; and

they compared the predictions of their model with the results of experiments in

which they fired 9.5 mm diameter hardened steel spheres at mild steel targets.

Their data are shown in Figure 1, and reveal a significant discrepancy between

theory and experiment. This note points out that this discrepancy largely

disappears when a better description of the area of contact between the sphere

and the target2 ,3 is incorporated into the impact model.

IMPACT ANALYSIS

Figure 2(a) shows a sphere of radius r and mass m which has penetrated a

target to a depth £ at a time t long enough after first contact that it no

longer completely fills the crater formed thus far. The initial point of

detachment 0' serves as the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system so oriented

that the target surface and the velocity vector of the sphere lie in the

planes O'zx and O'xy, respectively. BEDF is the diametral section of the sphere

perpendicular to the current velocity vector; and Al is the area of the segment

BFCE of this circle lying below the original target surface. A2 denotes the

area of the circular segment AECF, which lies in the plane O'zx and has a radius

a. The other parameters needed to define the problem are identified in Figure

2(b), which represents the section through Figure 2(a) in the plane O'xy. Note

that the angle of incidence a is taken to be negative when the penetration of



the sphere into the target is increasing. This is consistent with the usual

convention that angles measured anti-clockwise from the x-axis are regarded as

negative, and avoids the need to use different sets of equations to describe the

motion into and out of the target.

In their analysis of the situation represented by Figures 2(a) and (b),

Hutchings et al. ignored gravitational effects and assumed that the principal

retarding force P exerted on the sphere by the target derives from a normal

indentation pressure, or dynamic hardness, Pd that is uniformly distributed over

the contact area and is independent of both the velocity and the depth of

penetration of the sphere. Then, to simplify computation, they further assumed

that this force acts along RO and is proportional to the area of the circle with

AB as diameter. Additionally, they assumed that a small frictional force VP,

where the coefficient of friction V = 0.05,1,4 acts tangentially through 0. In

reality, however, the system of forces acting on the sphere can be represented by

a force through 0 (which can be resolved into components parallel and perpendicular

to RO) plus a couple. In effect, therefore, Hutchings et al. approximated the

couple and the component of force acting perpendicular to RO by an effective frictional

force determined by a fixed value of p. This force represents the sum of the

forces required to shear junctions between asperities on the surfaces in contact

and to deform the underlying solid. 5 A similar treatment of the forces acting on

the sphere is adopted in the present work, the only difference being that the area

of contact is calculated more accurately.

As long as the sphere remains in contact with the entire surface of the crater,

calculation of the area of contact is straightforward. Thus, if hardness is defined

as load divided by the projected area of contact, the motion prior to detachment

at 0' can be described by

i- p (1)

and my P , (2)

where P - ra2 pd



After detachment, the calculation of the area of contact becomes more

complex. Nevertheless, because the crater dimensions obtained from the model

are sensitive to error in this area, it is desirable to perform this calculation

more accurately than did Hutchings et al. With the present definition of

hardness this canbe done relatively easily, for projection of the actual contact

area onto the plane defined by AB and O'z gives exactly the same projected area

as does projection of A and A2 onto the same plane. It follows that the

equations* governing the translational motion of the center of the sphere after

detachment are

mYE = -P sin (a + 0) - e cos (a + 8)(3)

and my =P cos (co +O) -vP sin (a +B), (4)

where P = pd[[Al sin (y - a) + A2 cos y],

y = sin - ' {I[ - r (1 - cos a)]/2r sin B)

and 8 sin - ' (AB/2r) = sin-  {[(a - r sin a) 2 + (t - r (I - cos a))21 /2r.

Furthermore, once it is recognized that the geometry of the impact crater

is completely determined by the motion and the variation in, area of the segment

BFCE after detachment at 0', it is also easy to calculate the crater volume. The

method adopted was to separate the motion of the segment during any time interval

t to t + 6t into rotational and translational parts. Then, it can be shown that

the volume 6Vt swept out by the segment BFCE (which is perpendicular to the

current translational velocity vector) as a result of the translational component

of motion is given by

dAI v
8vt =(A I + k 6 t) (v + k t- 6. 5

6v=A 1 dv d

*Provided that the sign convention adopted for a is observed, there is no

inconsistency between Fig. 2(b) and equations (3) and (4).



Also, since the rotation of BFCE is about an axis through 0 parallel to O'z, it

follows from the formula for the volume of a sphere containing a cylindrical hole

that the volume 6V resulting from this rotational displacement is given by'
r

6V =2 6t 2 1 + -£ -_ d-t-- (6)

r 3 d t ~~C o s (c L + d

Hence, the total volume V of the impact crater can be found from

It= T  It- T

V = dVt  + dV , (7)

where T is the duration of the impact event.

CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

To compare the predictions of the present model with the data from

Hutchings et al. presented in Figure 1, a straightforward iterative numerical

procedure was used to solve the equations of motion and compute V from equations

(5) to (7). Values of 3546 mg, 4.75 mm and 0.05 were assigned to m, r and P,

respectively, and the initial value of v was set to 270 m s '. Calculations

were performed for initial values of a ranging from -10* to -80, using a time

increment 6t of 0.2 ps between iterations; and pd was varied until the "best

fit" to the experimental data in Figure I was obtained. Since T decreased from

'%30ps to n,20ps as a changed from -l0 to -80, each integrand in equation (7)

was evaluated in at least 100 steps. This proved sufficient to determine V to

within N O.1%.

The results, which are presented in Figure 1, show that if Pd is taken to

be 3.0 CPa the present method of calculation provides much better agreement with



experiment than that used by Hutchings et al. Subsidiary calculations showed that

two-fold variations in the value of V have but a marginal effect on the crater

volume. This implies that the total force acting on the sphere during the

impact event, cannot act very far from the line RO, and hence that the approxima-

tion used to model forces other than that acting along RO does not substantially

affect the calculations. Physically, the reason appears to be that the couple

arising from the frictional force acting on each element of the area of contact

tends to cancel out that due to the normal force acting on each such element. It

is thus suggested that the discrepancy between theory and experiment observed by

Hutchings et al. derives primarily from their method of calculating the contact

area rather than from their assumptions about the forces acting on the particle

or from the very simple constitutive relation used in their model. Such dis-

crepancy as still remains presumably derives from pile-up of displaced material

ahead of the moving sphere, the effect of which is not taken into account in

either case.
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The Effect of Approach Direction on Damage in MgO

Due to Spherical Particle Impact

D. G. Rickerby and N. H. Macmillan

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802, USA

The damage produced by spherical particle impact against {100} surfaces of

MgO has been investigated over a range of impact angles for a fixed particle

velocity and over a range of particle velocities for a fixed impact angle. The

mass of material removed by each impact was determined gravimetrically, and the

crater and surrounding damage were studied by means of surface profilometry and

scanning electron microscopy. A numerical computer model of the crater forma-

tion process was developed, and was shown to predict crater geometries which

agree closely with those observed experimentally. This same model also provided

estimates of the dynamic hardness, the contact time and the energy transmitted

to the surface during the impact. The dynamic hardness was \25% less than that

measured in previous normal impact studies [11 on MgO of similar static hardness.

The contact time and energy calculations give some insight into the reasons why

the energy balance model, which successfully describes the velocity dependence

of mass loss under normal impact conditions, breaks down for oblique impact.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present authors have previously reported [11 the results of single

impact experiments in which spherical particles impinged at normal incidence

against monocrystalline MgO surfaces of various crystallographic orientations.

Both the volume of the crater produced and the mass of material removed from the

surrounding region were found to be orientation dependent and proportional to

the kinetic energy of the particle. In many situations of practical interest,

however, erosion derives from solid particle impact at oblique as well as normal

incidence, and it is therefore necessary to consider the effect of impact angle

on erosi!,e damage. Hence, the experiments described in the present paper extend the

previous work by varying both the impact angle of the particle and the crystal-

lographic direction of the component of the velocity vector parallel to the

specimen surface.

Multiple impact experiments on ceramics and glasses [2-5] indicate that

erosion increases as the impact angle increases from zero (grazing incidence),

but generally passes through a maximum somewhat before the normal is reached.

This maximum cannot be rationalized in terms of a simple energy balance model of

the erosive process such as that proposed by Bitter [2]. It is therefore of

interest to assess the influence on erosion of such additional factors as the

contact time and frictional forces, which are not considered in this model. To

this end a computer was used to calculate the particle trajectory during impact

by an iterative numerical method.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

Monocrystalline MgO specimens with (100} oriented target faces approAimately

10mm x 10mm in size were cleaved from a large single crystal, chemically polished

(61, and mounted In resin as in the previous work (1]. Table I shows the results of

an emission spectroscopic analysis of the crystal, and suppeststhat both the total

cation impurity content and the content of Fe plus Al lie within the range of

variation found in the crystals used in the earlier work.

TABLE I Semi-quantitative spectrochemical analysis of the MgO crystal

Element Concentration(ppm)

Ca 100

Al 20

Mn 30

Fe 200

Si 100

Not detected: Cr, Ti, V, Ni, Be, Cu, Ag, Na, Co, Zr, Cd, Zn, Sn, Bi, Ge, In, Ca,

Pb, Sr, Ba.

The particles used in the present experiments were WC- 6% Co spheres similar

to those used previously. They were of nominal diameter 1.575 ± 0.025mm, weighed

30 ± lmg,and had a Vickers hardness number (VHN) ".2000kgmm- 2. These particles

were fired at the specimens by means of a nitrogen powered gas gun, and the par-

ticle velocities were determined to within ± 1% by means of a photoelectric

time-of-flight device. The specimens were mounted on a goniometer stage which

allowed the impact angle to be varied independently of the angle of rotation of
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the target surface about its normal.

In one series of experiments a study was made of the damage produced at an

impact velocity of 200 ± 5m s-1 as the impact angle increased from 100 to 900.

Two sets of data were obtained, one with the particle velocity component parallel

to the target surface directed along <100> and the other with it parallel to

<110>. In another series of experiments the impact velocity was varied from

50ms -1 to 320ms -1 while the impact angle remained fixed at 30* to the surface.

In this series the parallel component of the particle velocity was always directed

;iong <100>.

In some cases an indirect measurement of the velocity of the rebounding

particle was made by arranging for it to impinge normally against the surface of

an aluminum block. By measuring the depth of the crater thus produced it was

possible to calculate the rebound velocity of the particle from the results of

previous studies of crater formation in the same aluminum [7]. However, this

technique was limited to those relatively small impact angles for which the

aluminum block did not interfere with the flight of the particle between the

gun muzzle and the MgO target.

The impact damage was characterized firstly by measuring gravimetrically the

mass of material removed, and thereafter by examining the damaged region using

scanning electron microscopy and surface profilometry. These last studies pro-

vided a series of parallel, equidistant cross-sectional profiles along the long

axis of each crater. The crater volume could thus be determined by measuring the

areas between the crater boundary and the original surface level for this

series of profiles, and then applying the trapezoidal rule. In addition, crater r

depth relative to the same level was measured from that profile corresponding to

the deepest cross-section through the crater.
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• Static indentation tests were also performed on the same chemically polished

{1001 MgO surfaces. The Meyer hardness M [8] was determined using a WC- 6% Co

sphere of the type used in the impact experiments with an applied load of 50 kg,

and the Meyer-Vickers hardness Y * was determined using a standard Vickers dia-v

mond pyramid indenter with an applied load of 300 g. The measurements of inden-

tation diameters or diagonals, as appropriate, were made along <100> directions

in each case. Both of these hardness parameters are defined as the applied load

divided by the projected area of contact, as is the dynamic hardness used in the

impact model. The measured mean values of M and M and their standard deviations
v

were 190 ± 20kgmm- 2 and 950 ± 20kgmm- 2 , respectively.

M H VHN / 0.927
V
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3. THEORETICAL

Being mathematically tractable, the normal impact problem has received a

reasonable amount of attention [8,9]. Consequently, only the pertinent results

are given here. It is supposed that a rigid spherical particle of radius r and

mass m impinges normally on a plastic-rigid half-space, and that the indentation

pressure (dynamic hardness) Pd remains constant throughout the impact. If all

the kinetic energy of the particle is assumed to be dissipated in plastic defor-

mation of the target, then

PdV= %mv , (1)

where V is the crater volume and v0 is the initial velocity of the particle.

The contact time t is independent of the impact velocity, and is given by
C

tc M 2rrdrJ (2)

The oblique impact problem is more complicated because the equation of motion

of the particle cannot be solved analytically. Hence, a computer program, de-

tails of which are discussed elsewhere [10], has been developed to provide a

numerical solution by an iterative method. The approach used is similar to that

adopted by Hutchings, Winter and Field [11], but incorporates a more accurate

description of the area of contact [12,13].

Figure 1 illustrates the situation at some time long enough after the

beginning of the impact that the sphere is no longer in contact with the entire

surface of the crater. At this instant the particle velocity, which was

initially v0 at an angle a 0 to the x-axis, has reached a value v at an

angle a, and the arc of contact in the x- y plane subtends an angle 28 at the

center of the sphere. It should be noted that, by convention, a is negative when

hL'm .



the y-component of particle velocity is directed into the surface. The principal

retarding force P is taken to act along RO, and is assumed to derive from a con-

stant, uniform indentation pressure acting over the projection of the

area of contact onto the plane perpendicular to RO. In addition, a frictional

force lP is taken to act tangentially through Q. As long as the sphere remains

in contact with the entire surface of the crater, the motion can be described by

mR = -liP (3)

and my = P. (4)

However, once the sphere detaches from the surface at 0', the equations governing

its translational motion become

mR = -P sin (a + )- P cos (a + B) (5)

and * = P cos (a + )- P sin (a + ). (6)

Each of these two pairs of equations can be solved numerically over that

part of the motion to which it is applicable by means of an iterative procedure

in which time is incremented in equal steps of appropriate duration. This pro-

cedure yields the complete particle trajectory, together with values of crater

depth and volume, rebound velocity and rebound angle of the particle, and contact

time.
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4. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the damage produced by 200 m s-  impacts in which the velocity

component of the particle parallel to the target surface was directed along

<100>. Although its appearance varies strikingly with impact angle, the damage

consists in general of a crater formed mainly by plastic deformation, together with a pei

pheral region in which fracture occurs predominantly on {100} and {110} planes.

As the impact angle is decreased, this latter region tends to concentrate in-

creasingly around the exit side of the crater. Similar observations apply to

the damage shown in Fig. 3, which was produced at the same impact velocity and

angles, but with the parallel component of the particle velocity directed along

<110>. The effect of this change in approach direction on the appearance of the

damage is most apparent at the smaller impact angles.

The series of micrographs shown in Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of varying

the particle velocity while keeping the impact angle constant at 300. At lower

velocities the damage outside the crater is concentrated along the <110> direc-

tions on the exit side. As the velocity is increased, these regions grow in size

and are supplemented by smaller amounts of similar damage on the entrance side.

Finally, at velocities above \200ms-1 , the damaged regions begin to coalesce and

to encroach back into the crater itself, resulting in significantly enhanced

material removal.

Further details of the damage produced by impacts at an angle of 100 are

shown in Fig. 5. With the parallel component of particle velocity along <100>,

the slip lines around the crater all lie perpendicular to this direction, indica-

ting that the deformation isdproduced by slip on tautozonal (1101 planes inclined

The white debris on the surface was identified by energy dispersive x-ray

analysis as WC.
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at 450 to it. However, when this velocity component lies along <110>, two

intersecting sets of slip lines are seen on each side of the crater. From the

orientation of these lines, it can be deduced that the active {i10} planes in this

instance are inclined at 600 to the parallel velocity component and lie in two

different zones. Figure 5 also reveals that inside the craters are networks of

cracks lying predominantly perpendicular to the direction of the parallel velocity

component. This cracking becomes less extensive as the impact angle increases

towards 90* and, at any given impact angle, is usually more pronounced for a <110>

orientation of the parallel velocity component than for a <100> orientation.

Near normal incidence any intersecting slip lines are generally confined, as

in Fig. 6a, to narrow regions along <110> directions: and detailed examination of

the eroded areas around the crater reveals complex patterns of cleavage steps on

the fracture surfaces, such as those seen in Fig. 6b.

Nowhere in any of these micrographs is there any evidence of target melting

during impact: and scanning electron microscopic studies of spent erosive parti-

cles revealed only insignificant amounts of MgO on their surfaces.

The crater profiles shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are cross-sections along the

long axes of the craters of Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Comparison of Figs. 7

and 8 reveals that crater shape does not differ greatly when the direction of the

parallel component of particle velocity changes from <100> to <110>. The broken

lines superimposed on the profiles represent the crater shapes predicted theoreti-

cally-i.e., the envelopes of the successive positions of the circular boundary

of the particle as generated by the computer program. Such discrepancies as

exist presumably arise from experimental errors in the impact velocity and impact

angle, and from the effect of elastic recovery of the target (which was not

included in the theoretical model). The particles were hard enough that they did

not undergo any appreciable plastic deformation during the impact, thereby

eliminating this potential source of error.
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The variation of crater volume with impact angle at an impact velocity of

200m s-1 is shown in Fig. 10, and the variation with velocity at an angle of 30*

is shown in Fig. 11. The lines fitted to the experimental data correspond to the

predictions of the computer model when Pd is taken as 780kg mm-2 . This overall

-2mean value of pd' which has a standard deviation of 70kgmm- , was obtained by

making a first estimate from the volumes of the two normal impact craters, and

then successively correcting this value until the discrepancies between the cal-

culated and experimental crater volumes were minimized. The individual mean values

of Pd for the three sets of volume data presented in Figs. 10 and 11 showed no sig-

nificant deviation from the overall mean. The overall value was therefore used in

all final computations in this paper. A value of 0.1 was adopted for V as being a

reasonable estimate for a WC sphere sliding at high speeds on MgO [14,15] in any

crystallographic direction [16]. Varying p between 0.05 and 0.2 affected the

computed particle trajectories only marginally, so errors in U within this range

would not greatly alter the predictions of the model.

Measurements of crater depths were taken from the deepest profiles along

each crater, and are shown in F: ;. 12 and 13. The computer generated lines are

a reasonable fit to the experimental data, confirming that no large discrepancies

exist between the experimental and theoretical crater geometries. It is there-

fore concluded that neglecting plastic and frictional anisotropy and elastic re-

covery does not lead to any gross errors in the numerical calculations.

Mass loss as a function of impact angle at an impact velocity of 200 ms-1 is

shown in Fig. 14. The general trend is similar for both orientations of the

parallel component of particle velocity: the material removal increases monoton-

ically with impact angle until a maximum is reached at %'\80, and then a slight

decrease occurs as the angle approaches 90*. Similar maximum values occur in both

cases, but the peak is somewhat sharper when the parallel component lies along <110>
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rather than <100>. The two data points at 900 represent impacts performed under

nominally identical conditions, and therefore give an indication of the variabil-

ity of the experimental data. The variation of the mass loss with impact veloc-

ity at an impact angle of 30* is shown in Fig. 15. If a power function relation-

ship between mass loss and impact velocity is assumed, the best fit to these data

is obtained with a velocity exponent of 3.3. However, an exponential function of

the velocity fits the complete data somewhat better, while a power function with a

velocity exponent of 2.2 provides a reasonable fit to those data obtained at

velocities below 220 m s- .

Computer predictions of particle rebound velocities are shown in Figs. 16

and 17, together with the limited number of experimental data obtainable. These

show that agreement between theory and experiment is good for impacts at rela-

tively small angles to the surface. Although no data are available for angles

nearer the normal, it is likely that agreement would be less satisfactory in such

cases because the rebound velocity would be more strongly affected by the elastic

recovery of the target.

The energy transferred from the particle to the target during a single

impact can easily be estimated from the computer model described in the previous

section, since the total energy lost by the impinging particle is 
.1m (v 2- v

where vR is the particle rebound velocity. In this model particle rotation is

neglected, and it is assumed that an amount pV of the energy transmitted to the

target is used in plastic work, while the remainder is dissipated in overcoming

1 2 2
frictional resistance. Roth f m (l v - VR ) and pV are plotted in Figs. 18 and 19

as functions of impact angle and velocity, respectively; and also shown is the

1 2 2
parameter imv. sin2 a0 , which corresponds to the transfer of energy to the target

implied by Bitter's theory of erosion (2]. The parameters shown in Fig. 18 vary

in a similar manner with impact angle, and the fraction of the total energy trans-

ferred which is dissipated as frictional work decreases markedly as the impact angle
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increases. Bitter's theory assumes that the energy transferred to the target

during an impact is proportional to v0 , irrespective of the impact angle, while

the computer model indicates that the parameters 1m (vo - v) and pV vary as

2.* 20 2 . 25v6 and v0  , respectively, for an impact angle of 300. The experimentally ob-

served variation of mass loss with velocity at this angle is therefore consistent

with the energy balance derived from the computer model, at least for impact

velocities <200 ms- .

Finally, the computed values of the contact time t and the detachment timec

td at which the particle begins to separate from the surface of the crater are

shown as functions of impact angle and impact velocity in Figs. 20 and 21,

respectively. The contact time decreases slowly with increasing impact angle up

to ^60, but then falls off rapidly as this angle approaches 900. Tn contrast,

it increases slowly with increasing impact velocity at an impact angle of 30* .
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5. DISCUSSION

The dynamic hardness data obtained from the present experiments not only

have an overall mean value % 25% lower than that measured previously on a {100}

surface [1], but also exhibit a twofold reduction in their coefficient of varia-

tion. In addition, the amount of material removed by a single normal impact at

200ms -1 was about 40% less than in the previous experiments. These differences

appear to be too large to attribute merely to random scatter, but are difficult

to explain unambiguously on the basis of the data presently available.

The reduction in the coefficient of variation probably reflects the fact that

all of the specimens used in the present work came from the same large monocrys-

tal, and thus were of more consistent purity than the specimens used in the

earlier work. It is also possible that the lower dynamic hardness and the reduction

in the amount of material removed by fragmentation stem from a reduction in yield

stress and/or work hardening and a concomitant increase in ductility, all of which de-

rive from a lower total trivalent (Fe3+ plus Al 3+) cation impurity content

[17-20] in the present specimens. However, the spectrochemical analyses per-

formed on the different specimens lack both the capacity to distinguish between

Fe 2+ and Fe3+ ions and the sensitivity necessary to confirm this hypothesis. Fur-

thermore, the corresponding reductions in the quasi-static Meyer and Meyer-Vickers

hardnesses that should accompany any such reduction in impurity content were not

observed, for the former did not change significantly and the latter decreased

only 'x 5%. This may indicate that quasi-static and dynamic hardness measurements

are not strictly comparable, because they measure the stresses necessary to main-

tain very different numbers of dislocations in motion at very different average

velocities; and there is evidence [21-231 that the stress required to maintain a

given dislocation velocity varies more rapidly with Fe3+ content than does the

yield stress [20].
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In addition, it is important to recognize certain limitations of the methods

used in both this work and the previous study to derive the dynamic hardness from

the impact crater geometry. In both cases the separate contributions of such

effects as work-hardening, plastic anisotropy, material pile-up ahead and to the

sides of the impacting particle, stress-wave propagation and fracture are ignored;

and the net result of all these effects is interpreted in terms of a single para-

meter-the dynamic hardness. Consequently, changes in this parameter can only be

directly related to changes in dislocation glide behavior to the extent that this

latter phenomenon dominates the process of crater formation. Unfortunately, the

relative importance of dislocation glide in the present experiments is not clear.

It should also be realized that any change in the impact conditions has the

effect of differently weighting the averaging process implicit in the derivation

of the dynamic hardness. Thus, it is conceivable that an apparent difference in

dynamic hardness could arise even in the absence of any change in dislocation

glide behavior, merely because the present value was obtained from a series of

impacts made over a different range of velocities and angles from those in the

previous experiments. This cannot be the full explanation, however, for the

concomitant reduction in mass loss at normal incidence cannot be rationalized in

the same fashion. It is therefore suggested that the observed differences arise at

least in part from an increased sensitivity of hardness to impurity content at

higher strain rates. If confirmed, this hypothesis might have important implica-

tions with respect to the erosion resistance of ceramic materials.

As far as can be ascertained from the present experiments, neither hardness

anisotropy nor frictional anisotropy appear to exert a significant influence on

crater shape. This was to be expected in the case of frictional anisotropy,

which is low for blunt sliders [16]. However, it is rather more surprising that

effects due to hardness anisotropy are not more evident when craters are formed
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along different crystallographic directions in the target surface, because the

Knoop indentation hardness of a {i00 MgO surface doubles as the long axis of the

indenter rotates from <100> to <110> [24]. The differences between the slip line

patterns produced around low angle impact craters along <100> and <110> are due

to slip occurring predominantly on two tautozonal slip planes in the former case

and on four planes in two different zones in the latter. Apparently, the com-

bined effects of the different resolved shear stresses acting on the active slip

planes in the two cases, the different dislocation-dislocation interactions

occurring [251, and the different fracture processes initiated by these inter-

actions [26] do not produce changes in crater geometry significantly greater than

those arising from experimental error.

The simple assumption that the mass loss is proportional to the energy

transmitted to the target during the impact is only partially successful in

accounting for the observed variation of mass loss with impact angle. In particu-

lar, the maximum mass loss occurs at an angle of 1-80* rather than at normal

incidence as predicted theoretically. This appears to be associated with the

predicted rapid increase in contact time that accompanies reduction of the impact

angle from 900 to 70% for such an increase would be expected to promote the

formation of longer cracks in the damaged region around the crater and thus to

increase the amountof material removed from the surface. At smaller impact

angles the contact time varies more slowly, and hence the experimental data

conform more closely to the behavior expected from an energy balance model. This

result also suggests that any increase in stress wave interaction arising from a

longer contact time has only a minor effect on material removal. Differences in

the amount of material removed in impacts for which the parallel component of

particle velocity lies along <100> rather than <110> presumably reflect the

different orientations of the non-radially symmetric stress field generated around
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the moving particle with respect to the dominant {lOO and {110) cleavage planes.

It is also interesting that the general form of the angular dependence of the

mass loss arising from a single impact is similar to that found in multiple impact

experiments (2-5].

For impacts at 30* to the surface, the energy balance model embodied in the

computer program successfully accounts for the experimentally observed variation

of mass loss with impact velocity, at least up to velocities \200ms- 1. At

higher velocities, however, material removal tends to be increasingly greater

than expected on the basis of this model. Thus, the velocity exponent obtained

by fitting a power law curve to experimental mass loss data increases as the

measurements are extended to higher impact velocities. The variation of the

contact time with impact velocity does not appear to be sufficiently pronounced to

account fully for this effect. Rather, it appears that the increased mass loss is

associated with the removal of material from within the crater itself at veloci-

ties well below those at which this occurs for normal impact. This suggests that

frictional traction is responsible for dragging material out of the crater. Such

a mechanism wouldbe expected to operate primarily at smaller impact angles, where

the proportion of the available energy used in frictional work is greater.

It is thus apparent that even a theory based on the more precise energy

balance derived from the computer program cannot explain fully all features of the

erosion of materials which respond in a semi-brittle manner to particle impact.

The replacement of the analytical approximations used previously by a more precise

numerical calculation of the energy transferred to the target during the impact

has resulted in some improvement in the correlation between theory and experiment.

Those discrepancies which still remain appear to be qualitatively explicable in

terms of the differences in contact times and frictional effects arising from

variations in impact angle and particle velocity.
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The Erosion of MgO by Solid Particle Impingement at Normal Incidence

D. G. Rickerby and N. 1H. Macmillan
Materials Research Laboratory

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

SUMMARY

A study has been made of the erosion of almost fully dense, fine-grained

MgO by WC-6% Co spheres impinging at normal incidence with velocities between 10

and 90 m s- 1. The diameters of the spheres ranged from ',0.35 to 1.58 mm. Scanning

electron microscopy revealed the damage to consist of a central crater surrounded

by the sort of array of (transgranular) radial and/or median and lateral cracks

characteristic of an elastic-plastic impact. However, although the crater had a

thin lining of plastically deformed material, it appeared to have been formed

primarily by localized transgranular and intergranular fracture processes,

suggesting that any mode of irreversible deformation in the contact region will

suffice to produce the changeover from Hertzian cracking to radial, median and

lateral cracking. The accompanying gravimetric studies showed that mass loss--

which occurred primarily by intersection of lateral cracks with radial and/or

median cracks--increased threefold during the short incubation period in which

the as-received surface evolved into its steady-state eroded condition. During

this period the exponent relating erosion to impact velocity decreased monotoni-

cally to a value less than that predicted by any of the current theories of

erosion in the elastic or elastic-plastic impact regimes. Nor are these theories

any more successful at explaining either the observed particle size dependence

of the erosion of polycrystalline MgO or the differences in the way in which the

static and dynamic hardnesses of monocrystalline and polycrystalline MgO vary

with strain rate.



INTRODUCTION

Until recently, understanding of the erosion of ceramics by solid particle

impingement (reviewed in Refs. 1 and 2) was based largely on the work of Finnie

and co-workers[3-7]. Starting from the assumption that ceramics behave in an

ideally brittle manner, these authors combined Hertz's analysis[8] of the stresses

arising from static elastic contact between a sphere and a half-space with

Weibull's probabilistic treatment[9] of the fracture behavior of a brittle

material. The resultant model is only semi-quantitative, but it does provide a

satisfactory rationalization of the many different empirical relationships

between erosion and particle size or particle velocity that have been reported.

It also provides an explanation of the tendency of brittle materials to erode in

a manner more characteristic of ductile materials when the erosive particles are

small enough[10,11]. An essentially similar model has recently been proposed by

Sargent et al.[12].

During the last decade, however, it has become widely recognized that many

ceramics exhibit some plasticity in response to "sharp" contact loading, and

that this plasticity exerts a significant effect on the nature and extent of the

cracking that takes place in and around the region of contact. In particular,

plastic flow beneath a hard indenter or impacting particle tends to suppress the

formation of Hertzian cone cracks and promote instead or in addition the creation

of characteristic arrays of lateral (wing) and/or median (normal or star) and/or

radial (Palmquist) and/or conicalt cracks (vents)* about the plastic zone. The

formation of such arrays during static indentation has been studied in materials

t These cone cracks are distinguished from the Hertzian cone cracks formed in a

purely elastic contact because their different inclination to the specimen
surface suggests that plastic deformation was involved in their formation.

* The nomenclature used to describe these cracks is far from settled.



as diverse as hardened steel[13], WC-Co cermets[14-17], polymethyl-

methacrylate[18-20], solid high explosives[21], Ge[22,23], Si[23,24], SiC[23,

25-271, A120 3[23,26,28-301, LiF[31], NaCl[23,301, ZnS[30], ZnSe[30], quartz[24], a

spinel[30], Si3N4[30], various rocks[32,33], fused SiO2[24] and a wide variety

of silicate glasses[24,30,34-44]. In addition, numerous attempts have been made

to understand the deformation processes involved in the nucleation of these

cracks[23,38,42,45,46], the (fracture) mechanics of their propagation[17,19,20,

35,47-57], and their role in material removal processes[58-64] and strength

degradation[65-78]. Useful reviews are given by Lawn et al.[34,79,80]

Essentially similar arrays of cracks have also been produced in silicate

glasses[81-95], various minerals[91], LiF[96-101], NaClI[97], MgO196,98,100-104],

ZnS[95,104,105], MgF 2 [104,106], Si3N4[l04,106], A1 20 3 [106], MgAI204 [104], ZrO 2[95,

107] and WC-Co cermets[104] by the impact (usually at normal incidence) of

solid particles at velocities in the range ,q02_103 m S- 1
. Moreover, just as in

the case of static indentation, there have been a variety of attempts[29,95,104,

105,108,109] to use fracture mechanics to explain the propagation of these

cracks and their role in material removal processes, and also to predict the

strength degradation resulting from their propagation[ll0-117]. In addition, a

few studies[118-120] have been made of the flow processes occurring immediately

below the impacting particle. 
6

Two conclusions relevant to the erosion of ceramics by solid particle

impact have emerged from this plethora of single contact studies. One is that

the primary determinants of such erosion under fixed erosive conditions (i.e.,

when the size, density, shape, material, velocity and direction of approach of

the impacting particle are held constant) are (a) the dynamic hardness and (b)

the dynamic fracture toughness of the target. Essentially, the former determines

the target resistance to the plastic flow processes necessary to nucleate cracks

in and around the region of contact and the latter the extent of propagation



of whatever cracks are nucleated. The other conclusion is that the removal of

material from pristine surfaces results primarily from the nucleation and growth

of lateral cracks rather than the deeper-penetrating median and/or cone cracks.

On heavily eroded surfaces, however, material removal must be a more complex

process that is also influenced by interactions between cracks formed at adjacent

impact sites. This is one reason why it is difficult to predict the rates at

which ceramic materials will erode from the results of single impact studies.

And when irregular erosive particles are employed, a second reason is that mass

loss per impact can vary one thousand-fold from one impact to another, depending

on particle shape and orientation at impact[121].

Consequently, the few attempts[30,104,108,109,122] that have been made to

predict erosion rates from single particle elastic-plastic impact damage mechanics

have mostly been dimensional analyses designed to rationalize the (intuitively

obvious) experimental observation that, in the elastic-plastic contact regime,

erosion decreases with increasing target hardness and fracture toughness. It

should also be recognized that the hardness and fracture toughness values used

to test the predictions of these analyses were for the most part obtained from

room temperature tests performed on macroscopic specimens under static or near-

static conditions. The individual impact events that cause erosion, however,

typically involve deformation processes that are driven by transient applied

loads and occur in microseconds over distances more likely to be measured in

microns than millimeters; and it is not clear by how much hardness and fracture

toughness are affected by the high strain rates, the adiabatic heating and the

large compressive stresses characteristic of such events. Nor is it clear in

ceramics of complex microstructure just how hardness and fracture toughness will

vary from one randomly selected impact site to another.

At its present level of sophistication, therefore, mathematical modelling

of the erosion of ceramics by solid particle impact has little or nothing to



say about such topics as the inception and evolution of mass loss from pristine

surfaces, the variation of mass loss with impact angle, the relation between

mass loss and microstructure, and the conditions under which melting could occur

in the contact region. Nor are the currently available experimental data entirely

unequivocal about these questions. For example, the existence of "incubation"

phenomena in the early stages of the erosion of pristine surfaces has been

observed in SiC[123], but not in MgF2[121]. (Incubation effects occur also in

borosilicate glass under elastic impact conditions[124], and a theory has been

proposed to explain them[125,126]). Likewise, increasing the erosive particle

size from smaller than to larger than some characteristic microstructural

dimension has been reported to change the appearance of the eroded surface of

SiC without altering the slope of the plot of erosion versus particle size[123],

but to produce quite different variations of mass loss with impact angle in

different refractory concretes[127]. Significant, but as yet unexplained,

effects of microstructure are also apparent in the different dependencies of

mass loss on particle size and impact velocity observed in hot-pressed and

reaction-bonded Si3N4 , glass-bonded A120 3 and hot-pressed MgF2 [106]. And

indirect evidence for the occurrence of melting during impact continues to

accumulate from studies on alumina and mullite refractories[128], A1 203 and

silicate glasses[129], and metallic glasses[130].

In the absence of the necessary dynamic hardness and dynamic fracture

toughness data, mathematical modelling of impact also fails to predict whether

erosion should increase or decrease with increase in temperature--though it does

suggest that this question should be resolved by a trade-off between the opposing

effects of a weak dependence of mass loss on dynamic hardness, which is expected

to decrease markedly with increasing temperature, and a stronger dependence on

dynamic fracture toughness, which latter probably increases but slowly with

increasing temperature[122]. It is therefore not surprising to find that raising



the temperature from 25 to 1000C increases the erosion of hot-pressed A120 3

and Si3N4[131], sintered A1203 [131] and calcium aluminate-bonded A1203[1321 at

shallow impact angles (where plastic flow plays its most important role in the

material removal process[131]), but has no significant effect at normal incidence.

The present work attempts to answer some of the questions raised in the

preceding paragraphs by studying erosion in the elastic-plastic impact regime

under the simplest possible conditions--normal impact of identical, rigid,

spherical particles against a fine-grained, almost fully dense, single-phase

ceramic at room temperature. Under such conditions the individual impact event

is sufficiently reproducible that it is possible to resolve the incubation

phenomena associated with the early stages of erosion. Also, the equation of

motion of the impacting particle can be solved analytically to obtain the dynamic

hardness from the dimensions of the impact crater. An additional simplification

was the use throughout the work of erosive particles large enough to ensure that

the impact crater was always very much larger than the grain size.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

The erosion experiments were carried out using a rotating arm apparatus

that has been described in a previous paper[1333. Essentially, this apparatus

consists of a steel tank which can be evacuated to li torr and houses a counter-

balanced, tubular, Al alloy arm that is rotated through a free-falling screen of

erosive particles by an externally-mounted, variable-speed electric motor. The

specimens consisted of 6 mm thick, 16.5 mm diameter discs of MgO, the edges of

which were protected by an annular Al alloy cover containing a central aperture

12.5 mm in diameter. Each disc was cemented to the end of a 12.5 mm diameter,

9 mm long cylinder of Al alloy, which in turn fitted into a recess in the end of

the rotor arm.



Because this specimen configuration differed slightly from that used

previously[133], it was necessary to recalibrate the apparatus to determine the

ratio of the number of impacts N. against the MgO specimen to the number of
1

particles N introduced. Since impacts could not occur at the periphery of thep

exposed area due to the 2 mm high raised rim of the cover, the effective

specimen radius was taken to be (R-r), where R is the radius of the aperture and

r the radius of the particles. Then, if A and f are the radius of the cross-

section and the frequency of rotation of the arm, respectively, and u and 2R are

the vertical velocity and the width of the stream of falling particles, re-

spectively, it can be shown that

N. ff(R-r) 2
1- __ __ (1)

N 2Ru
P

if f < u/2(A-R), and that

N. f(R-r)2 (r-0 + sin 20)
-- = (2)
N 2Ru
p

if f > u/2(A-R), where e = cos -  (u/f) - 2(A-R) 1[- 2(R-r) "

Figure 1 shows the values of NJIN determined experimentally using 1.58 mm
' p

diameter WC-6% Co spheres falling with a (photographically determined) average

velocity of n3 m s- . The line drawn through these data points represents the

theoretical prediction of equations (1) and (2) multiplied by an empirical

correction factor of 0.82 to allow for those particles which fell outside the

idealized parallel-sided stream.

The MgO specimens used in this study were all cut from the same 6 mm thick

sheet of hot-pressed polycrystalline material*. This had a translucent appearance,

a grain size of 10 Pm, a density of ^.99.5% of that of an MgO monocrystal, and

the impurity content listed in Table 1. All measurements were made on the as-

received surface.

Kindly supplied by Dr. T. Vasilos of Avco Corp., Walthan, Mass.



Table I Results of an Emission Spectrographic Analysis
of the Impurity Content of the Target Material.

Element Concentration (ppm)

Si 500
Al 100
Fe 300
kn 10
Ca 200
Ag 5
Cu 2

Not detected: B, Cr, Ni, Ti, Be, Na, Mo, Zr, Co, Zn, Sn, Ge, In, Bi, Ga, Pb,
Sb, Y, Yb, Ba, Sr, La

Each specimen was eroded incrementally at some fixed impact velocity in the

range 10 to 90 m s- , and was weighed with a precision of ±10 pg after each

such increment. Also, since the specimens were all eroded at normal incidence,

they could be rotated through 900 about the impact direction each time they were

replaced in the apparatus in an attempt to cancel out the effects of the slight

horizontal velocity and vertical particle concentration gradients existing

across the surface being eroded. The erosive particles were all WC-6% Co spheres

having a density of 1.5 x 101 kg m-1 and a Vickers hardness number of %2000

kg mm-2 . Those used in the majority of the experiments had a diameter of 1.58 ±

0.03 mm and weighed 30 ± 1 mg. However, in order to investigate the effect of

particle size, a few experiments were also performed with spheres having diameters

of 1.14 ± 0.02 mm and 0.35 ± 0.10 mm, and weighing 11.5 ± 0.5 mg and 0.10 to

0.60 mg, respectively. None of these spheres deformed plastically upon impact

with the target, and only in rare cases did they fracture. Nor did they exhibit

any tendency to embed themselves in the target surface.



THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Provided that the elastic contribution to the total deformation is small,

the impingement at normal incidence of a hard (non-yielding) sphere against a

plastically deformable target that exhibits little work hardening may con-

veniently be described by assuming that the pressure over the area of contact is

uniform and has a constant value p (the dynamic hardness)[134,135]. Solving the

resultant equation of motion yields[102]

pV = my0, (3)

where V is the crater volume, m the mass of the sphere and v the impact0

velocity. A value of p can thus be found by measuring the crater diameter d

and calculating its volume as that of a spherical cap having the same radius r

as the sphere.

An approximate allowance for the effect of work hardening can be

incorporated into the model if it is assumed that Meyer's Law[136-8] applies

under dynamic as well as static conditions--i.e., that

p= k dn-2 (4)

where k and n (the Meyer index) are constants. Solution of the corresponding

equation of motion yields

~n+ 2 my 2

4 -2V

at the end of the impact[134]. This expression is similar in form to equation

(3), which therefore can be applied even when work hardening occurs provided

that it is remembered that the value of the terminal dynamic hardness obtained

thereby is underestimated by a factor (n + 2)/4.



RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the damage produced by single, normal impacts of the 1.58 mm

diameter spheres against as-received target surfaces. The crater produced at

the lowest impact velocity (20 m s- , Figure 2(a)) has a relatively smooth

interior and, although it is surrounded by a few short radial or median cracks,

exhibits little evidence of material removal, except perhaps from its rim. As

the impact velocity increases, however, material first spalls away from the

interior surface of the crater in small quantities, Figure 2(b), and then flakes

off in larger quantities from the region surrounding the crater as a result of

the intersection of radial or median cracks with (subsurface) lateral cracks,

Figures 2(c) and (d).

Due to this loss of material from the periphery of the crater at higher

impact velocities, accurate dynamic hardness values could only be obtained for

velocities < 25 m s- 1. These data are shown in Figure 3, together with static

Meyer hardness* values obtained by pressing one of the 1.58 mm diameter WC-6% Co

spheres into the as-received surface at loads ranging from %50 to 600 N. The very

similar Meyer indices in the two cases (static, 2.57; dynamic, 2.59) suggest that

the work hardening behavior of the target is little affected by strain rate.

Typical areas of the surfaces of specimens that have been eroded until the

average amount of material removed per impact reached a constant value are shown

in Figure 4. In comparison with the single impact damage, the change in appearance

with impact velocity is less striking. In every case the eroded surface has an

uneven topography made up of remnants of semi-obliterated impact craters, fracture

surfaces created by lateral cracking, and radial and/or median fractures. The

The Meyer hardness is defined as the load divided by the area obtained by

projecting the actual area of contact onto the original, undeformed surface.



scale of each of these features increases with increasing impact velocity, but

the major mechanism of material removal appears in all cases to be the detach-

ment from the exposed target surface of more-or-less petal-shaped flakes formed

by intersection of lateral cracks with radial and/or median cracks.

Details of individual impact sites on heavily eroded surfaces are shown in

Figure 5. In Figure 5(a) a magnified view of the crater seen at lower center in

Figure 4(a) reveals that about half of the original, spherical cap-shaped

impression remains standing proud of the fracture surfaces exposed by the lateral

cracks nucleated beneath it. And the still higher magnification micrograph

presented in Figure 5(b) shows that the smooth interior of this crater consists

of a thin layer of extremely heavily plastically deformed grains of MgO. The

interesting features are that (i) this layer is only one or two grain diameters

thick and (ii) the underlying material exposed at its edge exhibits both trans-

granular and intergranular fractures, but little evidence of gross plastic

deformation. Figures 5(c) and (d) are high magnification micrographs of regions

respectively situated outside and inside a partly obliterated impact crater on a

surface that had been heavily eroded at a velocity of 70 m s- . The former,

which shows a fracture surface formed by lateral fracture and subsequently

intersected by a radial or median crack, reveals that both cracks follow inter-

granular fracture paths; and the latter shows both another intergranular radial

or median crack and the mixture of intergranular and transgranular failure that

occurs immediately below the impacting particle. In this case much of the thin

overlayer of heavily plastically deformed material that originally lined the

crater has been removed by subsequent impacts, and the debris that remains is

typically nl pm in size.

The mass loss data obtained with the 1.58 mm diameter spheres are shown in

Figures 6, 7 and 8. At every velocity studied, there was an initial incubation

period during which the average mass of material removed per impact increased



asymptotically with the number of impacts to some (velocity dependent)

steady-state value. Particularly at the higher impact velocities, Figure 8,

this incubation period was of very limited extent and would not have been visible

had irregularly-shaped erosive particles been employed. Power functions of the

form

me = bNi, (6)

where m represents the mass loss due to erosion and b and are constants for

given erosive conditions, were fitted to the data in the incubation period at

each impact velocity; and the (dimensionless) erosion E, which is defined by

1 dm
E - e (7)

m dN.
I

was then calculated from the expression

E = b N -' (8)

m 1

Figure 9 compares the dependence of steady-state (linear) erosion on impact

velocity v0 with the corresponding dependence of mass loss obtained from single,

normal impacts of the same size spheres against as-received target surfaces.

The curve fitted to the multiple impact data is of the form

E = av , (9)
0

where a is a constant and the velocity exponent a = 2.1. However, the single

impact data were found to be better represented by an equation of the form

E = a1 (v2 - v2) (10)

where a1 is another constant and vI is the threshold velocity (25 m s- 1 in the

present case) for detectable mass loss. Note that during steady-state erosion

(i) the mass loss per impact at impact velocities greater than vI is roughly

three times that produced by a similar impact against the as-received surface

and (ii) material is removed at velocities less than v , so that the effective

threshold velocity tends towards zero as more and more impacts occur. In
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consequence, equation (9) could also be applied to erosion during the incubation

period whenever sufficient impacts occurred to produce measurable mass loss from

all specimens. The variation with number of impacts of the velocity exponent a

calculated in this fashion is shown in Figure 10.

The change in the appearance of the steady-state eroded surface with

decrease in erosive particle size at an impact velocity of 50 m s- 1 may be seen

by comparing Figures 4(c) and 11. Essentially, the difference is one of scale

rather than nature: all three sizes of particle produce the same characteristic

combination of partly obliterated craters, lateral fracture surfaces and radial

and/or median fractures. The corresponding mass loss data are shown in Figure 12,

where they are plotted against the mass rather than the number of particles

impacting the target. And Figure 13 reveals that in the steady state represented

by the linear portions of the curves presented in Figure 12 the erosion of MgO

by WC-6% Co spheres depends on particle diameter to the power 0.57.

DISCUSSION

Single impacts of hard, millimeter-size WC-6% Co spheres against almost

fully dense, fine-grained, polycrystalline MgO at normal incidence produce

permanent craters surrounded by the sort of array of radial, median and lateral

cracks characteristic of impacts in which a significant amount of plastic

deformation occurs beneath the indenter. The interior of the crater is smooth

and exhibits evidence of very extensive plastic deformation. However, this

plastic deformation extends only to a depth of one or two grain diameters

(" 10 to 20 pm), and crater formation is accommodated primarily by the elastic

strain "trapped" in and around the region of contact as a result of the cracking

that occurs during the impact event. Immediately beneath the crater many short

cracks are formed. Some are intergranular and others transgranular, but none



appear to extend for more than a few grain diameters. They are presumed to

develop because they represent the easiest way for the individual grains of the

target material, which has only two independent primary glide systems[139] and

a very high critical resolved shear stress for secondary glide at or near room

temperature[140], to accommodate the strain imposed by the impacting particle.

In contrast, the (radial, median and lateral) cracks formed beyond the crater

rim in response to the impact loading are few in number but extend over distances

of a crater diameter or more. These latter cracks are all intergranular.

The important conclusion to be drawn from these observations is that it is

not necessary to have extensive plastic flow (i.e., dislocation glide) per se in

the contact region to produce radial and/or median and/or lateral cracking:

microcracking--and, presumably, any other irreversible mode of deformation

capable of releasing strain energy--will do just as well.

Mass losses large enough to be detected in the present experiments (i.e,

> 10 pg) occurred at all impact velocities after a sufficient number of impacts,

but only at velocities > 25 m s- 1 for single impacts against as-received surfaces.

Invariably, the dominant mechanism of material removal was detachment from the

target surface of more-or-less petal-shaped flakes formed by intersection of

lateral cracks with radial and/or median cracks. Interaction between cracks

formed at adjacent impact sites and repeated stressing of existing cracks by

subsequent impacts both appeared to play an important role in this flaking

process, because the average mass loss per impact during steady-state erosion at

any impact velocity > 25 m s- 1 was about three times that produced by a similar

velocity impact against the as-received target surface. The same processes also

appear to be responsible for the absence of any threshold velocity for the

occurrence of mass loss under multiple impact conditions. A secondary source of

mass loss was spalling away of the heavily plastically deformed material lining

the impact craters. some of which material could occasionally be found adhering



to the spent erosive spheres. Such spalling accounted for only a small fraction

of the total mass loss, but is noted here because it does not appear to have

been observed in other studies of the erosion of ceramics. No evidence was seen

melting in the impact zone.

An important result of the present studies is that they show quite un-

ambiguously that the erosion of ceramics exhibits an incubation phase when tile

starting surface is not too heavily damaged. This result is implied by the

three-fold increase in average mass loss per impact observed to accompany the

changeover from single impact to steady-state erosion conditions, and is demon-

strated explicitly by the shape of the mass loss curves presented in Figures 6,

7, 8 and 12. These latter curves also make clear why there is controversy in

the literature on this point[121,123]: the incubation period is so short that

it would be virtually impossible to document by means of an experiment employing

irregular erosive particles which can give rise to thousand-fold variations in

the mass loss they produce per impact. Indeed, comparison of the present mass

loss curves with those obtained for polycrystalline Al under identical erosive

conditions[133], shows that the incubation period for the metal is l00 x that

for the ceramic. The reason is two-fold. First, because extensive cracking

occurs around the impact craters in MgO, the area of the target affected by each

impact is much greater than in the case of Al. And second, the flaking process

primarily responsible for material removal from MgO can be operated by individual

impacts, whereas the process of platelet formation responsible for mass loss

during the erosion of Al at normal incidence requires many overlapping impacts

to cause it to occur. One noteworthy consequence of this difference in mechanism

is that, even under steady-state erosion conditions, material removal from MgO

must occur from non-work hardened surfaces.

Because the impact crater did not remain intact for impacts at velocities

> 25 m s - , only two dynamic hardness values were obtained from the present



study, Figure 3. These values are consistent with a Meyer index of 2.59, and

suggest that the target work hardens rapidly beneath the impacting particle. In

contrast, previous studies[98,100-103] of the normal. impact of the same 1.58 mm

diameter spheres against variously polished {00}, {ll0} and {111} surfaces of

MgO single crystals from two different sources showed the dynamic hardness to be

independent of crater diameter in every case, implying a complete lack of work

hardening and a Meyer index of exactly two. Likewise, there is a marked differ-

ence in the response of the same materials to static indentation by the same

spheres: the polycrystalline material exhibits a Meyer index of 2.57, indicative

of rapid work hardening, and {100}, {WiO} and {111} oriented single crystals

exhibit Meyer indices ranging from 1.59 to 1.73[141], implying that they work

soften. Correspondingly, the ratio of the dynamic to the static hardness, which

has a value of 2 and is independent of crater diameter in the case of the

polycrystalline material, rises with increasing crater diameter from 3 or 4 to 5

or 6 for single crystal surfaces of different orientation.

Strictly speaking of course, the use in the preceding paragraph of the term

work hardening, with its implication of dislocation-dislocation interactions

leading to a steady increase in yield stress as more and more strain accumulates,

is something of a misnomer, as is the use of the term work softening. The

reason is that in none of the experiments discussed is either the static (Meyer)

hardness or the dynamic hardness a true measure of the stress to produce dis-

location motion. Rather, each parameter is used as a convenient indicator of

the total force required to operate all of the inter-related flow and fracture

processes occurring in and around the region of contact. However, while it

seems reasonably certain that most of the fracture occurring around impact

craters and indentations in MgO is initiated by dislocation interactions, it is

not clear how the s:cess required to produce these interactions (i.e., the

hardness) depends on such (microstructure-sensitive) parameters as slip line



length, slip line spacing, dislocation density, etc. Nor is it clear by how

much the increase in fracture toughness associated with the changeover in the

mode of crack extension from {lOO} and/or {l1l0 cleavage in a single crystal to

intergranular propagation in the present polycrystalline material affects the

elastic constraints in the region of contact under either static or dynamic

conditions. At the present time, therefore, no detailed explanation of these

data is possible. It is interesting to note, however, that such seemingly

similar materials as MgO, LiF and NaCl all differ appreciably in the way in

which their hardness varies with strain rate[97-103,1411, as do Ni and Al[]00,133,

141,142]. Evidently it will be no easy task to unravel the relationship of

dynamic hardness and dynamic fracture toughness to microstructure.

Finally, it is noted that none of the theories of erosion in either the

elastic or the elastic-plastic impact regime provides an adequate explanation of

the observed dependence of erosion on either impact velocity (Figure 10) or

particle size (Figure 13). In particular, since none of these theories has

sufficient resolution to distinguish between the incubation and steady-state

erosion regimes, each predicts a constant velocity exponent in the range 2.4 to

3.2[122]. Yet the present study shows that the velocity exponent decreases

monotonically from %3.5 to %2.1 in the course of the incubation period. The

same behavior has also been observed in polycrystalline Al, although the in-

cubation period is much longer and the range of variation of the velocity

exponent rather larger[133]. In the case of the particle size exponent, the

discrepancy between theory and experiment is more glaring: theory predicts an

exponent of 3.7 to 4.2[122], but the present experiments yield a value of 0.57.
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The Erosion of Aluminum by Solid Particle Impingement at Oblique Incidence

D. G. Rickerby and N. II. Iacmillan
Materials Research Laboratory

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

SUMMARY

Scanning electron microscopy, surface profilometry and weight loss

measurements have been used to characterize the erosion of coarse-grained aluminum

by 1.58 mm diameter WC-6% Co spheres impinging at different angles with velocities

ranging from 10 m s- 1 to 130 m s- . In addition, data obtained from these experi-

ments have been used to test a recently developed computer model of the process

of crater formation by oblique impact. The dynamic hardness data required as

input to this model came from previous studies of the normal impact of the same

spheres against the same target material. The results show that the computer

model successfully predicts the variation of crater depth and volume with impact

angle and velocity, but is less successful at predicting crater length at the

shallow impact angles and high impact velocities that produce the greatest pile-

up of displaced material at the exit end of the crater. It is also suggested on

the basis of the scanning electron microscopy studies that the same mechanism of

material removal operates at all angles of impact, and that this involves the

detachment from the target of thin pltelets formed by extrusion of piled-up

material between subsequently arriving particles and the underlying substrate.

In this view, the role of ploughing deformation (or of cutting deformation when

angular erosive particles are involved) is two-fold: first, it creates the piled-

up material for subsequent particles to extrude; and second, in so doing, it so

reconfigures the target surface that a disproportionately large number of impact

events take place against elements of surface area oriented more nearly



perpendicular to the particle velocity vector than the original target surface.

Finally, it is also shown that the exponent relating erosion to velocity is

greater for impacts at an angle of 30' than for normal impact.3, that this

exponent decreases with the post-threshold number of impacts per unit area at

both these impact angles, and that this number varies with impact angle and

velocity in the opposite manner to steady-state erosion.

INTRODUCT ION

In a recent study[l], the present authors used a rotating arm apparatus to

study the room temperature erosion of polycrystalline aluminum by 1.58 mm

diameter WC-6% Co spheres impacting at normal incidence with velocities ranging

from "i0 m s-1 to 150 m s - . The results showed that these spheres neither

deformed plastically nor fragmented upon impact. Nor, at the particular impact

velocities used, did they exhibit any tendency to embed themselves in the target

surface. It was also found that the mechanism of material removal responsible

for erosion by a stream of such spheres at near-normal incidence is somewhat

different from that observed to operate when they impact singly at shallower

angles[2-5]. Specifically, normal impacts appeared to cause mass loss only when

they occurred in sufficient numbers to first form and then detach thin platelets

of metal from regions of crater overlap. These platelets were thinner in

proportion to their lateral dimensions than the rather bulky shear lip typically

formed along the rim of the exit end of the crater by the ploughing type of

deformation associated with a single oblique impact[2-5], and they tended to lie

parallel to the target surface rather than to project above it. The obvious

inference[l] is that the two mechanisms together account for the characteristic

variation of the erosion of a ductile material with impact angle[6-8].

Because the spherical shape of the erosive particles employed allowed the

impact event to be modelled analytically, the same study also provided values of



the dynamic hardness of aluminum appropriate to the (high strain and strain

rate) conditions pertaining during erosive impacts at different velocities. The

availability of these data make it possible to extend to aluminum the numerical

model of the oblique impact of a rigid sphere against a rigid-plastic target

that has recently been developed by the present authors and successfully applied

by them to mild steel[9] and monocrystalline MgO[10].

Accordingly, the twin aims of this work were to: (i) investigate the

mechanism(s) of material removal responsible for the erosion of polycrystalline

aluminum by obliquely incident streams of rigid spherical particles travelling

with different velocities; and (ii) attempt to provide a quantitative explanation

of the observed variation of the corresponding single impact crater size and

shape with impact angle and velocity.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

With the single exception that a different rotor arm having appropriately

oriented mounting recesses at its ends for the real and dummy specimens was

required for each impact angle investigated, the experimental methods, the

target material and the erosive particles used in this work were all exactly the

same as in the previous study[l]. This modification did, however, necessitate

making for each combination of impact angle and velocity a separate determination

of the ratio of the number of impacts against the specimen N. to the number of

particles admitted to the apparatus N . The results for the particular com-
p

binations of interest in the present study--impacts over the whole range of

angle at 50 m s-1 (69.4 rps) and over velocities ranging from "40 m s- 1 (13.9

rps) to 1430 m s- 1 (180 rps) at an angle of 30*--are shown in Figures I and 2,

respectively. The curve fitted to both sets of data is

N f R sin
- 0, (1)

N 2u
p



where f is the frequency of rotation of the rotor arm*, R the radius of tile

target face of the specimen (6.25 im), 0 the nominal impact angle, u the vertical
0

velocity of the (free-falling) particles as they cross the path of the. specimen,

and K a correction factor to allow for the finite size of the particles, the fact

that different portions of the target surface and the rotor arm pass through the

screen of particles at slightly different times, and the fact that some particles

fall outside the idealized parallel-sided stream. u was determined photographi-

cally to be %3 m s- , and K is 0.746 in Figure 1 and 0.770 in Figure 2. It

should be noted that because u is non-zero the actual impact angle and velocity

differ from their nominal values by tan- ' (u/0.72 f) and [(u + 0.52 f2)k _ U],

respectively.

THEORY

Because the relevant equation of motion cannot be solved analytically, it is

necessary to resort to numerical methods to calculate the trajectory followed by

a rigid sphere of radius r and mass m after it impacts with velocity v at an

angle a against the surface of an ideal rigid-plastic half-space characterized by

a dynamic hardness (indentation pressure) p. The present authors have developed a

computer program to proviie such a solution by an iterative method [9,10].

Their program uses an approach similar to that adopted by Hutchings et al.14],

but incorporates a more accurate description of the area of contact[ll,121.

Figure 3 illustrates the situation at some time long enough after first

contact that the sphere no longer completely fills the crater it is in the

process of creating. At this instant the particle velocity v is directed at an

angle a to the target surface, and the arc of contact in the x-y plane subtends

an angle 23 at the center of the sphere. a is chosen to be negative when the

penetration of the sphere into the target is increasing, since this (i) is

The actual specimen velocity is 0.72 f.



consistent with the usual convention that angles measured anti-clockwise from

the x-axis are regarded as negative and (ii) avoids the need to use different

sets of equations to describe the motion into and out of the target. Cravita-

tional effects are ignored, and the principal retarding force P--which derives

from the indentation pressure p acting (uniformly) over the projection of the

area of contact onto the plane perpendicular to RO--is assumed to act along RO.

In addition, a frictional force IP is assumed to act tangential]y through Q.

As long as the sphere remains in contact with the entire surface of the

crater, its motion is defined by

mx = - PP (2)

and MY = P. (3)

Once the sphere detaches from the target surface at 0', however, the equations

governing its translational motion become

mx = - P sin (c +) - PP cos (a +) (4)

and my = P cos (a + ) -P sin (a + ) (5)

Each of these pairs of ejuations can be solved numerically over the part of the

motion to which it is applicable by means of an iterative procedure in which

time evolves in incremental steps of the appropriate duration. This procedure

yields the complete particle trajectory, together with values of crater length,

width, depth and volume, particle rebound angle and velocity, time from first

contact to detachment at 0' and total contact time.

In the cases of mild steel[9] and MgO[10], the assumption that p remained

constant throughout the impact event led to good agreement between theory and

experiment. However, the normal impact studies performed previously on the

polycrystalline aluminum of interest here show[l] that this material work

hardens quite rapidly. Specifically, if p is expressed in kgf mm - 2 and the

final diameter Z of the impact crater in mm, it was found empirically that

p - 41 Lo. 24 . (6)



Accordingly, in all of the computer modelling reported herein, p (and hence P)

was recalculated at each iteration from equation 6. For this purpose Z was

taken as the radius of the circle of contact prior to detachment at 0' and as

the length O'A (Figure 3) thereafter.

RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 show the damage produced on mechanically polished surfaces

of 99.9% pure cast aluminum by 1.58 mm diameter WC-6% Co spheres impacting at

various angles with a velocity of 50 m s- 1 and with various velocities at an

angle of 300, respectively. In each micrograph the component of the particle

velocity tangential. to the target surface runs horizontally across the field of

view from left to right., The grain size of the target was 4-5 mm, so mo:;t of

the craters can be assumed to be contained within a single grain of random

orientation. The most obvious features of note are (i) the characteristic pile-

up of displaced material and development of a shear lip at the exit end of the

craters formed at the higher impact velocities and lower impact angles and (ii)

the random distortions of the crater shape resulting from the random orientation

of the grain or grains impacted. In a few cases--notably Figures 5(b) and (d)--

the slip lines resulting from the pile-up of material about the crater rim are

clearly visible. None of these craters were made at a high enough velocity to

produce any detectable mass loss.

After the micrographs shown in Figures 4 and 5 were obtained, a surface

profilometer was used to make a parallel series of traces across each crater in

the direction of the tangential component of the particle velocity. For each

crater these traces were spaced 50 pm apart, and the deepest one of the series

(the najor diametral trace) was presumed to define the length and the depth of

The same convention is also adopted in Figures 6, 7, 24 and 25.



that crater relative to the original target surface. The solid lines in

Figures 6 and 7 show the major diametral traces corresponding to the craters

seen in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, at a vertical to horizontal magnification

of 1.5x; and the length and depth data taken from these and similar traces of

craters formed at different impact velocities and/or angles are plotted in

Figures 8 to 11. In addition, the trapezoidal rule was used to determine the

volume of each crater (relative to the same surface) from planimetric measurements

of the areas defined by the (complete) set of traces obtained from it. The

results of these determinations are plotted in Figures 12 and 13.

The dotted lines superimposed on the measured traces in Figures 6 and 7 and

both the dotted and the solid lines drawn through the data points in Figures 8

to 13 were obtained from the computer model of the impact event. In these six

figures the deviations of the actual impact angles and velocities from their

nominal values were taken into account when computing the dotted lines, but not

when computing the solid lines. These deviations were also ignored in computing

the dotted traces in Figures 6 and 7.

In all of this modelling, a constant value of 0.1 was used for the

coefficient of friction, although there is evidence (from experiments in which

rapidly spinning (steel) balls were either brought into continuous contact with

[13] or dropped onto[14] flat plate specimens of different metals) that this

parameter decreases with incrense in both the velocity and the depth of penetra-

tion of the sphere. The justification for this simplification is that the

calculations performed previously for mild steel[9] and HgO[l0] targets show the

crater dimensions obtained from the model to be relatively insensitive to two-

fold variations in the coefficient of friction.

The values of the crater dimensions and other impact characteristics

obtained from thd computer model are also sensitive to the time increment between

successive iterations of the basic algorithm used in their evaluation. This is
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particularly true of the crater volume under conditions of near-normal incidence.

The reason is th;at this quantity differs from all others calculated in that it

derives not from the total number of iterations occurring during impact, but

only from those that take place after the sphere detaches from the target surface

at 0' (Figure 3)--an event that occurs later and later in the collision as the

angle of impact approaches 90'. As a result, it proved necessary to reduce the

time increment from 0.1 to 0.02 ps at impact angles greater than 850 in oricr to

maintain an accuracy of better than 1% in all computations.

Several features of Figures 6 to 13 should be noted. In particular, the

experimental profilomctee traces (Figures 6 and 7) show the increasing importance

of pile-up of displaced material about the exit end of the crater at shallower

impact angles and higher impact velocities; and comparison of these traces with

the traces obtained from the ,-1mputer model shows how this breaks dowin in such

situations due to its failure to take account of where the material displaced by

the sphere moves to. The same failure of the model is also apparent in its

systematic overestimation of crater lellgth at shallow angles of impact (Figre 8)

and high impact velocities (Figure 9). Despite these difficulties, however, the

model is very successful in predicting both crater depth and crater volume as

functions of impact angle and velocity (Figures 10 to 13), particularly when the

differences between the actual and nominal values of these variables are taken

into account. The measured traces also provide a quantitative indication of the

amount of surface relief produced by individual impac.ts: typically, the angle

between the surface normals at the entrance and exit ends of a major diametral

trace ranges from 2 or 2.5 times the impact angle for shallow impacts to I or

1.5 times this angle at near normal incidence.

The mass loss data obtained by varying the impact angle while holding the

impact velocity constant at 50 m s- 1 are shown in Figures 14 and 15; and Figures

16 to 18 present further such data obtained by varying the impact velocity at a

. . . . .l l l l I l l l I l --l I Ill - - m il
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constant impact angle of 30*. Each curve is characterized by a threshold number

of impacts below which the mass loss was not measurable (i.e., < 10 jig), a

succeeding incubation period during which the mass loss increases with increasing

number of impacts, and a steady-state (linear) erosion regime in which the mass

loss per impact remains constant. The curves fitted to the data in the incubation

period are power functions of the form

me = b (N. - N ) (7)

where me is the mass of material eroded away, N is the threshold number of

impacts, and b and are constants for a given erosive environment. And in the

steady-state erosion regime straight lines are fitted to the data.

It follows that the dimensionless erosion E, which may be defined by

1 dm
-- (8)m dN.

is given by

E (N - N ) (9)
m 1 0

during the incubation period and by the ratio of the slope of the mass loss

curve to the mass of one erosive sphere during steady-state erosion. Under

these latter conditions, the variation of erosion with impact velocity can be

represented by an expression of the form

E = av , (10)
0

where a and y are constants. In the incubation regime, however, a and y are

dependent on the post-threshold number of impacts Ni - No, and the value of the

velocity exponent y appropriate to any particular value of N. - N has to be

obtained by a two-step process. This involves first using equation 8 to evaluate

E at the chosen value of N i - N for several different values of v and then

using equation 10 to find the value of y most nearly consistent with the resultant

pairs of values of E and v 0



I

The results obtained by analyzing the mass loss data from Figures 14 to 18

according to this scheme are presented in Figures 19 to 23. Figure 19 shows

that, when the impact velocity is held constant at 50 m s-1 , the steady-state

erosion varies with impact angle in very much the same manner as for other

ductile metals[6-8]--i.e., it rises rapidly from zero at glancing contact to a

maximum at an angle of 20 to 300, and then falls off with further increase in

angle. Usually this decrease is monotonic, but the present data--like another

recently published set of data for aluminum[15]--exhibit a slight increase in

erosion as the impact angle approaches 90'. The corresponding variation of the

threshold number of impacts for detectable mass loss is shown in Figure 20, and

it is not surprising to see that this number varies with impact angle roughly as

the inverse of the steady-state erosion. Figures 21 and 22 show the way in

which the same two paraiineters vary with impact velocity at an impact angle of

300. The solid lines fitted to these data imply velocity exponents of 2.98

and -2.67, respectively, which may be compared with the values of 3.3 and -2.5*

obtained at normal impact (dashed lines)[i]. In analogous fashion, Figure 23

provides a comparison of the way in which the velocity dependence of erosion

(i.e., y ill equation 10) varies during the incubation period at impact angles of

30* (data points and solid line) and 90' (dashed line)[l].

Finally, Figures 24 and 25 show the target surface topographies resulting

from steady-state erosion at the same impact angles and velocities as used to

obtain the single impact craters presented in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

Note that in none of these micrographs is there any evidence either of target

melting or of erosive particles or fragments thereof becoming embedded in the

target. Nor is there any evidence of formation of the sort of "ribbon-like"

debris characteristic of micromachining; and only in a few places is there any

Not -5.8 as erroneously reported in reference 1.



suggestion that bulky shear lips were formed by ploughing deformation of the

target. Rather, just as at normal incidence[l], the dominant feature of each

micrograph is a large number of thin platelets lying more-or-less parallel to

the original target surface. For completeness, it is also noted that

examination of the spent spheres showed no evidence of either plastic

deformation or fragmentation.

DISCUSSION

The absence of any detectable mass loss associated with the formation of

any of the single impact craters show.n in Figui-7 4 and 5 is consistent with

previous observations[2,16] that obliquely impacting spherical particles cause

detachment of shear lips from the surface of polycrystalline 1100 aluminum only

at impact velocities > 200 m s- 1. Likewise, shear lip formation at the rims of

the craters produced by normal impacts of similar particles against {00},

{11} and {lll} oriented aluminum single crystals begins only at velocities of

this order[17]. Such observations confirm graphically a result that has long

been known from studies of abrasion[18]--namely, that "ploughing" deformation is

a very inefficient method of removing material from the surface of a workpiece

(target). The corollary to this statement is the inference that shear lip

detachment is unlikely to play a major role in the erosion of ductile materials

by spherical particles at the impact velocities involved in the present work.

The preceding statement notwithstanding, single impact studies can contribute

to understanding the mechanisms of material removal responsible for such erosion.

In the present case, for example, the major diametral traces of single impact

craters shown in Figures 6 and 7 serve to delineate the substantial surface

relief that can develop during erosion. Seen from the perspective of subsequent

erosive particles, the effect of this relief is to foreshorten the entrance

sides of the pre-existing craters, where the local surface has been made more



nearly parallel to the impact velocity vector, and to emphasize the exit sides,

where piled-up material presents a local surface more nearly normal to this

vector. In consequence, erosion at a given, supposedly constant angle of impact

actually involves impacts distributed over a wide range of angles in such a

manner that more occur at the higher angles than at the shallower angles.

Furthermore, because of the shape of the exit end of a crater, these higher

angle impacts take place not against a massive half-space, but against hillocks

that are much smaller than the impacting particles and are little constrained as

to how they deform. It is therefore suggested that (i) platelet formation and

detachment is the dominant mechanism of material removal under oblique as well

as near-normal impact conditions, and (ii) this process occurs under oblique

impact conditions by the extrusion of the hillocks formed at the exit ends of

craters between subsequently arriving erosive parricles and the underlying (and

already work hardened) target material.* Shear lip detachment also occurs from

time to time of course--as, for example, from the righthand (exit) end 9 f the

most prominent crater in Figure 25(d)--but from the evidence of Figures 24 and

25 it has to be concluded that this is a far less important mechanism of material

removal than platelet formation and detachment over the whole range of erosive

conditions examined in this work. The formation of similar platelets by the

impact of spherical steel shot against 1100 aluminum at an angle of 600 has

also been reported[20].

Single impact studies are also useful in the study of erosion because they

provide measurements of crater dimensions that can be used to test mathematical

models of the mechanical behavior of solids at high strain rates. In this

respect, the present studies show that a simple constitutive relationship,

Under normal impact conditions "ridges" analogous to these hillocks develop
in the regions of crater overlap[l,19].



derived empirically from normal impact studies and incorporating a power law

representation of work hardening[l|, can successfully predict the variation with

both impact angle and velocity of several of the characteristic dimensions of

the craters formed by obliquely impacting spheres. Specifically, the model very

accurately predicts both the profile of the entrance side of the crater (Figures 6

and 7) and the crater depth (Figures 10 and 11). It is less successful in

predicting the crater length, particularly at shallower impact angles and higher

impact velocities (Figures 8 and 9), because it fails to take into account the

pile-up of displaced material at the exit end of the crater; but in spite of

this it provides a remarkably accurate estimate of crater volume (Figures 12 and

13).

Comparison of the plots of crater volume (Figures 12 and 13) and mass loss

(Figures 14 and 18) show that the fraction of the displaced material that is

actually removed from the target by a single impact during steady-state erosion

increases sharply with increasing impact velocity and decreasing impact angle.

At an impact angle of 30', for example, the fraction increases from < 0.01 at

10 m s- 1 to > 0.20 at 130 m s-; and at a velocity of 50 m s- , the corresponding

increase is from 10.01 at normal incidence to %0.18 at an impact angle of 100.

Likewise, when mild steel is eroded by the impact of hardened steel spheres at

an angle of 30', the corresponding fraction is 0.08 at an impact velocity of

50 m s- 1 and 0.25 when this velocity increases to 400 m s-1[3-5]. Since increases

in impact velocity and decreases in impact angle also lead to increased pile-

up of material at the exit ends of impact craters, these observations support

the contention that mass loss occurs primarily by the extrusion of this piled-up

material into platelets during subsequent impacts. In addition, they suggest

that attempts should be made in future work to seek some sort of quantitative

relationship between (say) the amount of material piled-up above the level of

the original surface and the mass loss per impact or the size and shape of the



debris produced. Establishment of such a relationship would provide the link

between crater volume and mass loss necessary to give the theory a quantitative

predictive capability.

Except in the case of "type II cutting" by angular particles having small

negative rake angles, for which the entire contents of the crater are removed

[4,5,21,22], such a link between crater volume and mass loss is missing from all

theories of ductile erosion. Consequently, critical comparisons of competing

theories with experiment can only be made in qualitative rather than quantitative

terms--a limitation that greatly reduces their value. The problem is graphically

illustrated by comparing the present data on the variation of steady-state

erosion with impact angle (Figure 19) with those obtained from similar studies

by other authors[23-25]. Although these studies used a variety of sizes of

spherical and angular particles made of several different materials, and conse-

quently involved different amounts of "type I cutting" and ploughing[4,5,21,22],

they all found a qualitatively similar dependence of steady-state erosion on

impact angle. Where the results differ is in the value of the angle at which

the maximum erosion occurs, the ratio of the erosion at any given angle to the

maximum erosion and so-on. Intuitively, it seems reasonable to assume that

these quantitative differences derive from the different crater geometries and

amounts of pile-up of displaced material produced by the different erosive

particles involved. But proof of this assumption will require a considerable

amount of accurate, quantitative experimental work to establish whatever

relationships exist between particle geometry, crater geometry, pile-up and mass

loss.

Much the same sort of difficulty arises in trying to understand in detail

the velocity dependence displayed by the present erosion data. For example,

Figures 21 and 23, respectively, show that the exponent relating erosion to

impact velocity is lower at an impact angle of 30* than at normal incidence both



under steady-state conditions and during the incubation period; and the same

trend has previously been observed under steady-state conditions for copper[26],

1100 aluminum[27| and 6061-TO aluminum alloy[28], although the values of the

exponents involved are somewhat different. Thus, switching from eroding aluminum

with non-fragmenting WC-6% Co spheres, which exhibited no tendency to embed

themselves as they ploughed across the target surface, to eroding copper with

angular A1203 particles, many of which fragmented as they cut the target surface

and left pieces of themselves embedded in it, did not alter the basic trend in

the data, but merely the numbers involved. However, the only theoretical

explanation of the observed trend extant is based on a cutting model of erosion

which assumes that the entire contents of the crater are detached from the target

at each impact[15,27|.

In conclusion, it is noted that Figures 20 and 23 show the threshold number

of impacts for detectable mass loss to vary with impact angle and velocity

more-or-less inversely as the steady-state erosion, as might intuitively be

expected. Again, however, it is only the trend in the data, and not the

numerical values involved, that can easily be rationalized, and it remains

unclear why the steady-state erosion is more sensitive to velocity at normal

incidence than at an impact angle of 300 while the reverse is true for the

threshold number of impacts.
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Erosion of I~~~iu M~ 'agne .iuia, Oxide- by Sphericaij FairJ cius

D. G. Rickerby. emnd N. H1. Macnii.lin
111atcri zls Rescar-chi LaOoratcrv

The Peiinisylvaniu SL.'ite Univer.-iity
Uni-Versi.ty Pr, PA 16302, IY A

Becue t ~yc~~tof ma-Ler lal reinovcd from ainy sipc:cimen b-y -thc ilynpact of a
oingle. 1rcc.~ynme ros~ve particle can va ry by severriu order.3 of
xu1agnituIC, it fs jiffici1t to) use sueni particles to invcstigate the earl1y rtages

0:1t~Ica Afai-tlcr C .T.pIj.atI-on in t;iic cas;e of ductile un Aerial:s is that
such r.-.jLJ~cideq ter-) t~u erIb.ul themselvc-s in the sp~~1nSurfc, ustiu in,

suffici:.& ncbers t~tthe specimien init-ially gzains rather than ILg~s wei,-It.
liowever, bOoL.,, uf thc-L difficulties can be overcome by usirig spbehrical particlvs.

Ac or i,.~jy.a rota ;ting arm trparatus haj bceen used to stud,, tnie onset of oclv,.on
when 1.,;5 ian diarnetc:i VwC-6/5 Co spheres i3aping-e at normal incidcrce against
ccarse-ured nlnmuand :inc. grainecd malgnesivm oxide specimue)rs at -velocitiJes

up~ to '%J-50 anid Oiu 1 , x.030 2tivcly.

Fur- olumlir.i thceze was, no detectable material rutnoral until enoug-h irijaDCts-
had occurred to w.'ork harden ithe sitrface tsufficientAy thc. sinlA platelets, covild

be exrudc fro thehiLfy dceformied rcgonswhrc inapact, cratern had over-
lapped. lin ;o~at, t veloc-i ties, greater than .b,;ut 2?' msnn ,cn ait.A
impact produced sui icnt crackin,-, around the central crater to cause iftc-.:urobJ.e
material re-moval 1 mansu oxide. Once material removal hcg a, L vcr,
Ihe eros-,ion of botn ma:ter*PIais increased as;ymptotic ally to its st-eady taevaiu
as riorfe an-d more particle Impacts occ-uxred. As a result of the type of eroisive

partcleserm-plovyd., tiese threshold and incubation phenomena occurred in an.eJ.
defincd und highnly i-eprodacible manner, and thus it wa!s Possible To describe

~ma~tiat.'eyfo.- ',he first timec, the way in which they depend upon impuct
Velocity z:lal the e~atcplastLie response of the specimern.


